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Foreword

:Oyer:the:Iasi-few-years, there has been widespread debate on various
concerns and issues surrounding testing. The participants in the current
debate Anclude not only p.eople with expertise in measurement or
responsibility for giving tests and interpreting their results, but also the

_media, unions, ethnic groups. those who take the tests, professional
-assOCiatioris; the courts, and the general public. Given the cross currents
and contradictions. it seemed appropriate Jo provide e a platform for
inclividnalS-who have been prominent in the professional associations
'relating to educational measurement and research to present theiT
views of-tkissues. the evidence with regard to them, and some possible
ways to solve them.

The 1976, ETS Invitational Conference served d as such a platform, and
the speakers discussed issues relating to testing as vs ell as some changes
in testing_practices. Their respective papers addressed past and present
events in the testing scene. test theory in evaluation and design of tests:

-purposes of tests and ways in which test results are presented. inter-
preted. and uSed. aspects of testing and related practices that affect the
student; and different types of decisions for v. hich information pro-
vided by testing may be relevant.

We are indebted to all of the speakers for sharing both their positive e
and critical views of the role of measurement in education and society. I
should like to thank William Raspberry. a wlumnist at The Il'ashinglon
Pam. fir his candid luncheon speech in which he presented his v iev.s on
the.eurrent attacks on standardized tests.

William,W. Turnbull
PRESIDENT
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The ETS Award for Distingtuslrgd Service to Measurement was estab-
lished in 1970. to be presented annually to an mdiidual whose work
and career halve had a major impact on de.elopments in educational
and psychological measurement. The 1976 Award was presented at the
conference by ETS President William W. Turnbull to Dr. Ralph
'Winfred Ty let-with this citation:

For fully half a century Ralph Tyler has prodded education and
educational-measurement to become both more flexible and more
Toctised, challenging us to conceptualize and asses those qualities
that -ire hard to reach and hard to measure but are easily pro-
claimed as important goals of education. As Director of Esalua-
tion of the Monumental Eight-Year Study. he helped to shift edu-
cation in this country from a narrow conception of subject-matter
learning to abroaLicit conception of growth and deselopment of
indiiduals, from a restrictise reliance on information. knowledge.
and skills lo an encompassing awareness of attitudes. Apprecia-
tions. interests, and personal-social adaptability. 13y continuously
emphasizing the functions of measurement in improving instruc-
tion. he helped to open both curriculum design and educational
evaluation. to a wide range of specific objectises and outcomes
'formerly lost in vague rhetoric.

As creator apd chief architect of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress. he des eloped the financial, organizational,
and political-arrangements needed to make that massive and con
troversial concept into a practical and esteemed reality, while at
the same time shaping its technical components to pioneer in the
application of objectis es-referenced measurement and criterion
referenced interpretation at the item level.

As Director of the Center for Adsanced Study in the Beha%ioral
Sciences at Stanford. California, he fostered an atmosphere both
challenging and supportive in which creative scholarship and
interdisciplinary interplay flourished. There. during fifteen years
as administrator. colleague. raconteur and wit, he personally in-
fluenced the deselopment of hundreds of distinguished beim% ioral
scientists.

For-his many contributions to the theory and practice of educa-
tion. educational measurement and es aluation. and for his pro-
ductive career as teacher and administrator. ETS is pleased to
present the 1976 Award for Distinguished Sers lee to Measurement
to: Ralph Winfred Tyler.

9



Previous Recipients ofthe
ETS Measurement Award

1970 E. F. Lindquist
1971 Lee J. Cionbach

4972 Robert L. thorndike
I97.3,0scar L. Buros
1974 J. F: Guilford
1975 Harold Gulliksen
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The-Testing-Scene:'
-Chao*.and ontiovert-

heti a scene is characte rized by"chaos" and "controversy; it is reason -able ,,the;toassUmespnc past events.have contributed to disturbing
-sittatiOni;Sinee Ijtave, so dOcribedi the current testing, I- decp 'it- ap4

ropriate_to reviewsaine-_,eventS of the past two decades-that,May, help-

lopatittk_Ctifr-Ctit:Scetie:into_perspectiVe.
Befoi'c proceeding; hoWeVer, I -think:it wise_ to explain how I

Auctect_thislievieW: As a- result Of,administericg,altesting-prograMin4a.....
arte_shool-system for a riutriber of years,SI_ ha-ve files of fat folders con=

-ktaihingifitiscellatieous articles,.some convention programs, and Various-
_ :publications that-_seenied important enough: to surVive,sCsVeralTOUnds-

151c11-apiitgithe'ifilesOn addition0.,have-ScVeral bookshelVes
liacicS,ancliiaperbadcsjettaining tb esting. This miscellaneous Cone&
--tion-proVidedlhe-soUrees for this revs Obviously. 1,MaCeittO cltilm

-_.for,the-completeness of the collection or, o review, btit hope_yoiL
:ivi;114goc4114.1 haT gleaned some interesting. nd. I hOpe,,pertintnt

Anformaticim.
,Attheloqtset. (,believe it is appropriate to establish t ,qate marking,

the- beginning, the present testing contrOversylbeheve:* can say_it
-was not sotvery long ago_on October 4. 1957, the day the RuSsi sent

IniciAIK:sky,a_.satellites :AallecFSputnik. At first, the American peo
:reacted:with, shock -and disbelief that another nation -aytieared-to_bc

.4,y-rinninglheespac7-raCe. As SOon_as they tried to assess why nur nation
'laggeditiehitid.,they immediately began-to lOok critically at the quality
pridiachieVemenr,ot-the,schools. Within a year., Ccmgre.Ss, passed the
,NationatDefense- Educatio-n Act (NDEA) which = provided funds- for
Many.$thOol.syStems to-establish` extensive testing OTograms.-Aceord-

administration Of standa`istiZed tests expanded at a rapid rate.
_Mac satile-lear. 1958, a move by-the- National Merit Scholarship.
_iporWicitiptesented a.-problem to the schools' *hen \the 3CholaishiP
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,progratn wasinatigurared tittie.e. years' ear-liet,iteSting was limited :tO the

40,er-_4,*:percent olthe seniors. The ScholarShip.CorporatiOri changed
,its-tescP.Iblig!etz-tr.94t040tiOal Tessitig,Service,(Et) to .§cienee-
iteSeareb ikSsbetateS_.(01:1) ;,ittOyeti,frotwiesting seniors in-the:.tali to

,lirniOrs=inthe spring, -and.:Suggesiect that'the--sChooiSlenCottrage,firany-
., siudentS:tti,register,fOr..therteSt,'dyeri'thOtigh',.they *ereinot.COnipeiing,

ipr§opla titereahat,ETS,began publishing the Pielithinary
`'Schotastic,.Aptitude Test (PSAT) which. was offered. to :,high SchOOP

annual in thespringbt-i§5k.the
-seconcjarjt:ssti90004ipals,protOsteci.*-Chabge-.becaUser.ot:the,pio

IferatiOnot-externaltestifot high school SttidentS. The next year; Martin

4 ,.sse.x,-Ip told ofrlie AtheriCanAssociation.4 ciroolAerniniStralors:
'(*Akik);:appOinted committee to study tkept-Ohients in

.:tesingE,undsent auquestionnaire,to school Superintendents.
-..111,eati,v,hile,the,reelinology.;hasi,beett, developed for, scoring- and

r-pi-otc-o-silig4nasskre nuiriberS"ofteSts, Ayhat:then-Was-Un altruist 07-
Siintriraneotisly a second test -for college aciaitssloa,

the:American College te§:t (ACT),- had ,beeiv deVelopeti,:ansi,

itf 159 itiine:ftifasein what:had rcome:tO,be' knai.vn as the "college

.admissiOns.crisis' of-the -sixties:'4hich in:tninWas _resultingfroln, the
:pOSt:=World: Var:11-,'haoy 'hoot*

Eehtaary 900;,the National Council on
,Measurenientin'Edticapon (NI,CME)=9:and'the:AtrieriCandueatiOnal:

esearclAssodiation (kERA) convened a synpOsitmaiveleoiag
-,etittyirs.,Who addiessetHhenselVes to the topic ``Resistance to Test._

-.The ,tots or,aptithde, and .#1tieveifient tests -,Were discussed;-as
wellvas, the .problem` of who -woulti",beelititinittedby,-suctrtestS.

An:Mareli.:,1960.'ti,rest:Wasgiven to 446-.600 studentS second=

aryjCirociisf,ikkoi:Parts, 'the country. It -was ,th:e47:ompeetwrisimtVio-

-,,daybattery.Of testSwhich.Wasof dlarge-scale;:ioug-range le-search

srutiy;icnoWn aslitojeet TALENT: The study was being conducted*
-hefAmerioafthistitutes 6)E:it-es-catch and suppofted;by fririds from the

13.0ffiS'.te---df Edritatirib4.

litiO.S.-C>ffice rif,gdricaticin also betatne,concerned -about ,the
crensing-,Ceiticisitts ,of:tests,as-evidenecd-_by_

stah4ing,TestuV%.,edite&by:Xerifieih, MdLarighliri. thp'foreiyord.:by,
- _

liaivignce;D,erthick,,then,Cornmis5ionet:of Education yasin. the fort*
,o(artop_enjetter to:parents and teachers-who were assured:that-Titie

"in no SensenFederal,testing prpgrain." t
In, quick sticcession:_there Open ted several ,liapeibacks .and liar;

13
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_,backS;felatitigi:tcitestirtg;There *as.the- paperback:eh-titled The-

rerre ky.= of raking Tests" 6 by:Darrell A short ,thlie:later came
._ *eetitik he testv by'Sc#y_ia, Anderson; Martin katit.and--BerijarOin,

Shitiiberg.then_therd,WaS-13afieshiati:mah'S The Tyranny of Testing".
-:Chatiticerjltid.-:bobbin:S- Testing: Its. PldCe -in -Education Today% and

.10eng.11-Iii-rest eclacaOtiricti Testingfor
**ilea the.testing and'discitssioln were going on in_thehigh SchOols

.andcol)eges,-_Trileelemenwy school principals also -had some
-with theiy4olt-_that to issues -of the National Elementary Principal
(September, and'IsIoveM bet'. 1961j- *ere- deVoted,td_educatiopal
rneaSorententr-one.:toldtposes:anti-L:tecliniques,and(the-other-
lerpretationanciiile-in_eohtrast:to the two recent issues of
ti0ote&to.-stantlardizetl' testing-. ,the "1961- issues :featured a, group.of
.atithorsr_who*ould'hayecothptised a:_"ydlo who iir the testing

were increasing rintiblirigsand-giumblingSby,
-.high *hoOl.studencs and Abeit:p_arehtS about the'fitiMberS:of,testS re-

-qUirecLoft.eatididates-.'fOri,c011ege- seholaiship awards:
qheirprotOS-..restritediii'-thepublicatiOit:in1962cof resting. Testing.
_Freslifirn 32 -page paper'Tbotiiid/goOk-prepared by a Joint ,COMmit tee_

onteSting,appointed by three_nationalaSSOCiationS,the scciool

the-chief,,,state-hool officers,-and:the- secondary SchoOl Orin-

;Opals. This eau?: shod waves up and_ -down the testing world.A'
te:

-

Thestandardiied test is,:at best an ad hoc_device:- therefore. its-function is

comparison with the scope and_duration ol'experiencestowhiCh
liutnati:beingis subjected during his lifetiine; the standardized test is a

=Like inod0;_wohder drug., standardizatests have captured the-pub!

I

-.t.Mostlesythake-rs_are= more or 'less_ candid_ itbout the lirititations

-,standardizetitests.:But it-is a Mistake to assume that their knowledge and

_:ostraint Have -been Oprectatcdhy the public. or for-that makter.'even_ by

As ircread this little book I thought aiotof rim c and 'effort could have
beensaved4 the critics of reCerlt years-had reprinted- Testing. Testing.
Testing. lit ,coit&risFd in :32 pages Most of criticisms contalned_in

_"several lengtity_receot publications.
:1;-trilst the.:,foregoing list-of events and-publications provides enough-

evidence-ti nt:criticism of tests is not a recent phenotnenon..No*



consider- several events of national which have ihnd
nifierinveiteet Oittestinglarici added. new dimensions- to the criticisms,
beyond . the, p robietn of mere-numbers of .tests. _

In104-Pangrest passed:the avil:Rights,Act: Subsequently a-num-.
tier &Suits --on'tbeiS-stie of segregation have been hied, in the.- Federal;,_
-Oiatis-.:Wheretestiniopy 60 standardized. tests was involved: A:feceraf-
agency; -:the- -Equal;InoloynerkrfOpportunity -COMmission .- (EEQ C),

-.was .forinec:a id ,iSsued" set_orgnideines =which-Set. forth4hat_an
,einplOyettifirst 46 When using*ts'for.selecting_einployees. SuitS also'
itiveheen:filedin th&Fecleral:CoUrtson the-issue of discrimination in,
the use of tests_ for einplOyeeSeleetion.:Possible race otdi.sot.:hins

teStsTbeeatiteseriMis,concerns for .the defense. The sex' bias iSsnehas,.,
beeititittfiet-eurphasized:bytitleix of thetelticationalAMendments:

hy_490,,the year following the .G101'10-04 .Congress, passed
th-e::Eleihentary:anciseeond#ytditcation Act (ESEA).

.massive: federal funding' for :the.education- of the,dis,
adVairtaged, The evaluation requirements-of Title I. involved extensive_

use of Stapdhrdi7ed-reading tests; with-the thatsoMe,Sch-oolthil,
reir.WeteSubjec ted _to -massive &e0esting. Ni n yea rs- la ter, in

the-Anek :Te#,S#4,147; .WhiCh.involved=eqnating,eight:standardized
.tea-dirigteStsvas,a direct-result of the -Title I.e-VaitiatiOn problem's._

-Back in-1066. the Of Educational Study?', known-
as'the Coleman Repot. was of its eo4Itisions..Whieh.Many
profoundly a,ffeeted the p tbli schOols, -.Were -based' Onzthe results of

"Staidatdiled4ChieVenent:testi.
astheienationai events were Place. bacic,a (the

-.Aniefieart 1)SychologiCal -AssociatiOn(APA) a committee composed of
eight members frOM.At:A, AtItA, and NCM t ompleteci' th fee yearS,-
Of work and:published-the Standards Edy'eational and_Psyclio al
Teksfod*faioils, in 1966.

'190, ,planning= fOr the National ,Assessment_ of- Educational
rogresS.(b1AEP),had--..been under r way for three years, but early:that _

yea-t-s-chnol adMinistratOtVegistered _ serious- objectiOns._ MCistnaga,
iiires and newspapers had =articles on =the subject. with the _New .York-
Times eallinglqational:AssesSifient-kMe_orthe-,Most

-1!Otlr cOniested.issues in American edtication:"
-Thal same, year, - the = College Entrance: Examination _Boa rd :(cg,00),

appolateda 2`1-member -CoM miSsion,on- Tests charged to -revieW_the
tig.:ge-fia-FA4oting_fuociiohs, to consider possibilities for

O
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inental:changes irv_teSt's_an&theit:iise; andlo:inake-recommendations
..accordingly.-.The -= Commission's reports -Was_ isSited-Ahree,-yearS

:=Back-now'to May:25;1969, the date,o6heConferenceon-the,Ethical
tiogoAstiectof School Recorcticeeping-couyeUect by.,the Russell.

eTOtinciatiOn_._7(he rep:it-tot:the Conference resulted in the,ptiblica-
ioki.O.sei-,Oft!`GUidelines.fOr thejeoltectiOn_..Muinicooce:anO'Dis

:semitiacibui_oupupit,ReCOfds;."-stich in turn _provided :basit:infortnaz=
iion fo.ttie_'Family Education Rights and.-EitivaCy Act;_:i.fiOwn

':IliticitteyzAiriend"011entk passed by -,cOngtess,iii =1974. :Nerionte-t,COuld
--teStISCoreSliieliepuseeret_froin-Stiidents:and'patents.

,Now let's take another Ionk:_at tire late OS, aitinie of student rebelliOn
inAhe..colieges:,and--aiiiVersities Avos,,feftected;_in :the -schools.
Teachers rported that students sometimes resented tests sometimes

=_Iesiste,ti4eitLantiiSoinetithesfrebellect,against. theni,.Just as =schools
_were trying with these changing_a itittides,-aceobniability reared. ..
itsiugly:head.-;13y.1970,:it,w4s:ha"rCto'fin:ct.4ny educational conference

at deast -dfie Session- on accountability. At- !ribs! ot.'
-,theul,-,there_was actisctissiOn of the -uses and limitations 'standardized;
_tests in. meeting den:lands:Those who..predictcd trouble
abead*recOrreCit-

On 'Valentine's :Day:in .:1971-, the /yea, York Times reported In a
histonc.loyelhe(NeW York) board (of educationyaatiounced-;that,

4_woOld__osiaOish,:proeedures to hold the school's and their staffs
accountable_.0' theirsitteess in-Omitting ehildren.' -the Nest -York
Titilesdoes..nOtimseiightly terths "historic. move ;" even on-
tine% Day. The article reported- .that,-the move was 'supported by,
AlberkShanker-of Federation of Teachers (AFT). Those
WtofollOW.events-in, the Neiv York schools-wilt be interested: iii,fhe
report, u.souficy in a Citywide Testing, Otogrurn," by -Anthony J.
11iileineni:_-,published- by the National on Measurement in
4EdiieatiOn3 .

Just_a-year.after-the.Nea,. -York Titiies -article, 650 members, of-the
NatiOriatEducation ASsociation (NEM:Who met at the aritual=NE-?1
C'Oneerenee-..011 Civil -and Human Rights called-fotaniinntecitate mora
tori,u tn_,- on, stVntlatcliied testing. There, are- those who would say --that,

-:froulieted0 'las 6eeii downhill -all the way.
A:t"--..the_litne the NEA_Was calling fOi. a moratorinm,APA, A ER'A, and

_:isIdtiltwqrc-_Working on-the-revision of the-1966 Standards. A section-
the_Lise of Tests' was added to the_ publication. After

_ 7'-
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-seYeraLdtafts, Of -the, document -hadjnen-,-Coriipleted, 'the. NEA-- was
asked-.for its. reactions. The NEA-representatives, felt _theyWeie being_
:askalaftei,ithe,:fact,:_and-,they .declined -to participate The revised'
.-.:kOnila rcie -were ;pubiished:in;197.4.:i-fear-,- hoWeVerthat.th(ficlOcUinent
-init.5- present forrn,has.not had wide circulation-beyondpbchologists
and students M,claSses in educational measurement: AO- 'nder§tand it

cSOinetranitatibris are. under way which filayhelp,
'0,6Wf would,,4e:to,c;qinnient,00:feW,events of the _paw, eigtton.

_ knino ills ,..'whir6;-,in_ Olyjuijgriient,,,iove made it:AlitioscitnpOsSible:for.
.,,,

'perSO4-in,thesehoOIS Wit6- have responsibilities-for testing to cope with

__ .the;tesulting,chaoS,and ontnsidn. For.openers, diere-wai the:Marchi,
_ ,-i_OtTr.1975.-issue or.the NatiOnal Elpiient4ry Prineipcijkihe dfAckai
,,publication ,of the National. Eleinentary Principals Association: The
.C-Oyei-.was. :.captiOned '"10; The, Myth,of-,ivtca§urability' '14-osv. of, tile

, .1_artieles-were negatiVe.:Paul 1-tOut-§, ;Oita of the_inagazipe, Calted'for
`failtintensNerrtia_tiOnalinCittitY:=intO Staridardiied,testing"R. The July/
Augtist!issue4' was,devoted,,to a.._devastating:attaCk_ on-.-Statidat4d

_-_.teSting,-_,:as,-Well as a, blast at the-NatiOnai= Aig0Sment,of_EdUcatiMial
,i;_fogi:*_as_:an assessment; that "asks_ powerless coMMUnitieS:to,asSes-s
,iii-einSeives-in---,terms,prOVided-by the -,powerful.'" The iead' editorial
;stated4hat ":,:it 1§- Ow-iMperativefot_the I'ducatiOn:pipteSsion,t6take

,...theinitiative.' iii,de eloping, alternative§,,to the -ctitrent,tests. Testing
-0101,1?i,.retiatiiectio the edtication%professiOri itself.!'ffie.e0itoralsO:'
,calle&for:ithraediate cessation of:the .praetice,ot-teleaSing,tek'rscores,
,,-,kfith elre$:

The- September /October issue of the magazine-CmitainafottiletterS
Jo_ithe,edito,opfoVing,the"IQ.is-§4,"--bbi'_oneletter,ftOmf-Prole-Oor
214,erbert,iitidMan-25.oll Michigan .§tate University registered violent,
. exception. kegarding7thecOntributors,to-the issue,.-he--said,- "We _had
,,professofs-* PhySi6animat' conditioning,- mathematics_ and -the 11,..e.,
Nowhere -didll- fitid:ati author: whose speciatconipetency, training, and
leZperiencle,gua0ed-him to addreSs as CoMpleit an- issitc-.asistatt-
Z4h-tdi--44=-.testingi."--1

Igetwe0;the, publication Oldie two issues of tlid,WaiitniaTEletnentOy
..,Principal;, theie%ppeated _r new critic of the tests, ,,the consumer-

advocate -41n -the may 1975 Ladiek-ilorne-lotontil; of all publiCatibiis,
4*e _livasian article in WiiictuRalpti- Nader called-lot citizenscitizers,yhose

_lives,at4siapec_iy the pOwer_Qr ETS to call to account-the_ testers and
iii-6fistiintion§ ttiat support them. -;._

beforeinostelententary school principals had had time to read- their"

- .



Joan

Magazine, an interesting event OccuitedinAicr On; Ohio; in late epteitt:-
13er. The,:4Fon,_46ard of Education was denied

woi, the suit- forcing the _Akron
Board to release school - by- school test results to:the'press;_therefore,lhe

,position of `the o(the-:Nationgl 'Elthipitary:Prineipig,telative to
-41ie,feleaSeoftest - scores.was Mita' It Id b

?knOtberOent.iii,SepteMbei.:1935did;tiot,help matters in the schools;
_

The::Collige4oardf reported t ha t ,the aveiage,-scOreS attained
lr

v:the
11973iigiSehooigidsuates on theScholastie,AptitodeteStAt)Were
the,;1OwesfeVei,Itwas,noted also that more woMenthan,Men,had,takeri:
the 'test:These _ decliniingscores,on -the SAT- and alsOon,,the.ikmefriCan

011ogo-TeSf,(Aci) had been a- matter of eontinuing,ctiodein-,:_teLthe
ektenf_Aat earlier theNational inStittite'oi (NiEEducation:Y lled-had ca

_

10,0xpei.-4 frohi.te-st organizatiOns-and_Colleges'_to Washington to try to
Sciefine-AbeAproblen; but With littie, success. the:C011ege 8dard,alsO
,apnOiiited,a-soCalled,lkue iibbdkpatie14-to study the:ppAloip.

_ T,CannoLOsist ,inentioning an -article ,whiCli appeared this ,pn.St
el)ruary-_5 in -the 'Cineinnati,Efiqiiirer.lt.citioted;Leo-Monday, vice

'dent-g_the AnterteanCollege-testing-PrOgram, as saying-that-she
,Ot coiiege_acifilission-test icores inay_k paid), due to increase

_iiititediocre,lc011ege=hotind female students." Mediocre; indeed!:
.1IOTAive_coine to;Oetliber.4.)§7.: la'mes J. Kilpatrick:in' syndt:-

cutecolinn:corninetited- on the issue of the ,NdtiortattlefuenfOry
_

devoted-to, standargiiedtests. He concluded:
_

,we_nese urgently to !snow- the dimensions of this irouble,-v.e need torialow
F_or. aiety. Of reaSons. 'public education .is 0-deep-trouble Ainericl

,whicil,aproaehes,,tech niques and-cles,:ices,work and4hich ones fail_: The

7 innocent_ pupi6.CaWriell'- us; the defensive- ediicatOrs_ don't: warit Melt,
scliOolscprfiRated,-parents,die ill =equipped- for -miltiation. That leave's
the _standardized_ tests. LOefectiV_e -as-they are, we had betiei keep -them

-Ekacilrone_week later, bcto'her-1 I. 1915, Mt". William Rtispt?erry,of
The Post devoted _his colutnit16.4-AiSclission' of the- sanie
issue_Of.the_Nationdl leineittary PrifteipaL-Fie concluded:

teachers(lind;-school districts) who Want,to, conceal' hów effectual they
arc, can comparisons it h °Mei- schopl'units se6 ing similar,popiita!

iii6-6-05yry OidiUgiyindardized testing:

tsUspeci,ttiat-oile;of the -"reasons parents are-reluctant to-let :go of sfan-
dardizediests. as' bad as theyare, is that they don't trust the_scliaols_tggi-,e
-theM candid:evaluations of hom, «ell the schools are performing.
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MeariWhile;Educrition °Uk17-_reported that the .afintiaLeyaltiatiOn,

-1EPi*si,coticiticted:by, nine- member :team 400001 by =thethe
'1?-Oartment:.01. Health, EdUcatiOn aild"Welfare:. fhtenni said;that

uSe16-StateS,

...dattd.AtiOcil§. Then it -WAS reporte;:that ,the difedorOf iittEPieprii-
linntedihat; t*Aya$-"eXtreinely,ciptitnistic-thAt,(they.WOuld) be_njile.tO
firo,vi4e;intooii4tion that wiwbe-i*4 in the deetSiOnrojakiogvoee§-§
ii,:sthtiolS:40o§§the_ounity." this:year it Was_repOrted,that algpotce-S-

/ p0;_svOn:(iheir,-1eitil);:fOr.NatiOnalz Assessment-responded-to=a-General'
_ -ACcoUnting,Okce ciitieism:saying1ilat it is NAEP,'s business set
'_-inatiOicalistalidardstor-iest-peftotniance.

Siieh;aii-,excliange of CriiiitrieMs:Can,ory:beiriindboggling: to the
leasiterwho. might look -upon MSessment as criterion=
=referenced,, only ;to: leara that:no* -it -A 'suggested -that it_ be -_norM7
lefere-need:.;!-44,to_this the article by..iaines POphath24.iit1he May:Mk
Tht :P:00::Kappan StiggeStingtfrat:theie-can:he'-noiinntive-dain.'f9e
-t-CritetiotiiiiterOced, tests! -

:No* come when -representatives of Softie,
'i.,or.-,40tpao04aiieciuCaticioal:a'ssoci:atiOns,,goyern*nt-atenciOsianct
-..-e4Cation;grqups MetiinVaShingtOn.tb-corfisiderimplicatiOfis
Spreadliise:OtStandardized:teSts, The conferenee,waS convened ;by the
-N tional Association- of EleMentaty;SchOol -Prificipals_and the North:-
_bakOtatqciy Group on EVaitiatiOn-Under:a grant frott theitOCkefellei-
ilreithersIPtind. The next month draft cif a nine -item 06sitiOri state-
irtene? ma*.released-..Pollowing--the_-seCoOd meeting ,of. the group. in

-rs44y,:an-,Eaucoriol ':us,49:headliiie,stated'"Standardized-Testint
'BOOMing-Free -fa7Alfr and reported that_the symposium had not yet
agoe#,9,01,4,baSic statement -*Alt tests but that,
_s4unte.Off.ni: ."representatives of seven :teSt,,_piiblishing companies -.who
.attended:" the third meeting of tlie_group was;heldinithe early 'fail of
19764tit_as yet.mi_agfeeMent has-, been reached.

if all of t4iSicontroYersy,:is:not enough, even the.WatiOnaiCOUnCii;
otteachers O English (NtTE)added-t6 the eotiftiOoll: ?lit:their annual;
,,meeting44.Thanksgiyinglin:Sail_.bicg6,--tteachers defeated:a ifesO;
:ititiont6;eljininate_sexiSt-lailgtiage from --tests because they were afraid

resolution, it Would: appear they favored: Stan-
ardiied*Stsr
AbOut1he-tiMeEqgliS-h- tOachers--WerenOt coliiiiiering-test,bias,the"

SiatiOnal'institUte of Edudation(NtE)CofiVened'a'three-da', . yCo4
,on:hinsin,achieyement--tesis: One account" reported thatAbbert"Ebel



otliMicitigan ,State 11niverSity, ,said there- is.416,..direet -evideriee .that-_
,achieyement tests.CoMenonly:Usedin--this cottiltry are biased", and4e
ChanCeS-Ot- turiiing,up such evidence iro "quite- improbable -"Robert
dreen,_also4r6i-h-MiChigakState, disagreed,, saying,_that the testS'are

black; Spanish:speOprig,:andpnor white.iarn
and-,WOrstLot-all -res tests

pt. Green:reportedly said;h6weVer,
that,:he:AvO-red,- "-Cleaning up'''' not abolishing. -standardized-14ts,

sooner challenge the bias .of tests than the
biases. ofteacheis rnd principals:'`

AnOther,:,teitingr-issiteot,inajOr significance relates,to-the..o-pposing
_ ,viewpOit0601*itwOrnajor, teacher- orgahiiations. We-NEN:position

-was :widerkpuhliCiiedlast-P.ehrital-y wheri.terry.(-ferndon;TNEA,execu,
live.directorsp,oke.t6.the- 'OmmonWealthc,cliih ot.gan,Fianeisco. The

"Standardized Testsllust,
t.onVersely, the American Federation' orteachqs.

,(AFT:)i,p_asSed;,a.,resoltitiOn..at its annual meeting in, August-.
4fidicatnigitbatinstead'Oftelitniiating standardized' testsohey shon14 be

.they -shofild :not he used:.fOr, evaluating i:eaChers- or

:sliagIF646114nce.-
*Iiile;the,,ArgitentS.OveS stanclordizedlests_ig6..on; a trend in the

country undoubtedly- will involve "considerably --more :testing
opqiaJiOt-be ignoredHthatis-tho.baCk=toAhe=basies-itioVertientilt_WaS
,rep_ortediredentlyP that already- hve,state& have enacited- Minirrial.com-
,peteiky, testing. arid 1 States- haVe initiated- studies -Ot.- Mandates-.0o

.__=coMpetenCies..0iterion=based or not; that will be'nlot of testing.
:itua_recent Gallup :poll the-queSlion `vasitsked: "Sbotdd'all,hjgb'

schp.oFstycleiits cin 'the 'Viiite& Slates, be required' to: pass,afslandiii:d-
,,e-xaminationin order.to,got 4--high school.dipiohia?" A-total:OfOS'iper.,

-,reat*i he=feSpond erits_-a riswered "yes." -

,threporting.6,n-the results Of the same Gallup- poll, a:large-headline
in,tho..September 25. issue of Enquirer stated, ,"Ameri-_ . _

carisTruSt:StandardleSting:" When asked:f.s:Jr:reasons th.explaitr.tho
-Oahu: iir!national:_test -scares, only 16 percent- of those
6niitip_gaygns a reason that the tests are _not reliable.-Since.WeddhaVe.
ahzintereSted:,public, it seems especially appropriatc=for-us to consider

:Now:Ayhere 4oesall_ortlit lead:_us? Obviously; when the Eleinentary_
:Principals Association, the 'National-Council ofTeaciiers of
,:the',NEA-are Objecting to standardized tests, there is a-probleth. In this

Join Boonbaomr
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habi hhd 9°IltrvierhY

,_'wh00:004siilgibositioss-it-sqcos,to ,me-that eattotos,wc.haVe.-an,
Obligation:to-Make some .thoughttareConitnendatiOns regarding stars=, , - , - -

rdiied ItOtnake:sWeeping statements. that `stau-
: dardiieit:testio*,go?'10fitiocioagioe:.sitggestiog:410-41,0, te?t of

GetteillifditcatiOnal-Development *Pybe-abOlished, a test whichis
giyer-trAntitally hal 'a,-MilliOn:adtlts,,aCtosS the United States 'to

AY_sie 11-0*,,giico-- the test

yeats,.antyitalene-,has.fpicivided':a-,paSsport- ar,better
job aii-c1--,42 too-life for -many. persons ik-our city; yet it-is a standard-

-=-The'tollege -adthisSionSlests-.(SAtand Ad) are other exaittPles of
standardized tests which ShOitld-be Cogaideted. If we cast these:94:4re_
'we,ciing-*tetutp to the days,When candidates for admission 0,011;0.

to= take :a ,different ,-,placeinent test ibr each collegeiltere-ihey,
cfappliecil,kreViOttS to the-SAT; the.preStigious eastern colleges adnsitted,

_ students from eastern prep schools and a few publiC SChools.
Atter thaAt -waS-established adthissionS offiders-discovered that-there

,- are~ ca "able pupils all: over the country , and.-ConSequentlY student,
populations, were dtaWO from a.wider, more representative atear,AlsO,_
,befotey.ie throw out the SAT arid AittWe shoUld think theetieCts_
'0("..t4e Family Rights and PriVacyjA.ct which opens all records' to
,and;Studei*.tthiseipiently;Couselors and teachers are likely to be tar.
_leSS,candid their- jetterS, of-reorninenclai0p: If--Vie,'elitinttate,2teStS

_ .and_ietterkof teCOMMentlatiOnithe'admissio!is:Otkeer has Only:gracies,
and in class: temaining."---dass =tank arid-social gtades vary

, -

sid eta* from- one: schOOl:tiyandther. Then,-- for the -acitpisisions-Officer
whohas :ohly grades'aid- class, tank:tot:decisiOnsi_ itwill-be,fiatUraj' to

_ - fav6i4he_khOols-be, of She 'knows' beSt; and we are Tight' back where_
wo,ted:

-If-°.Standaidited-lests-,intist go''-intai*nolesting-Lthink,thati§,an
_UhrealiStic_pointi of -,vieW in.-the society-in 'Which . web live.:Iietiple %are

_ Selected Ot'a.Variety,Of criteria fora variety of purposes: Teachers
_ ,deciderwho be:prometed ; officetsdeCide:wno-Ayiirbe'

admitted; employers deCide-Who.Will-get theig6;- football scoutkdecide
who .got oe,scholafoip;_404.1)4§-001:Managets decide =who will
niake thFACA0. yOtuniaYSaY'luttiiany-Ot,t*IrriTiqa$14q are
criterion=tefetefiCed." Trite. But belieVe-tite;therare norm -teletenced.,,
_too: It that no one objects to all of tficiSenotins in.the World.

yaids-- he .havgained;:-10V., -fast-he ti* hiS .batting, _

ayetage.,__ThOse-are all Compated,, against the peribitinance cit.-othet
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:maybe Ailey:ate 4004' because .they .are.:hOt:-Called

anOther,reaSonyvhyit seems to be unrealistie
atandaiiiiied;tests- can .he:elittiiriated: With-the national average
over 1,000 a,year -as, the cost-v-ecitreare:,a,pupil, it: seenislikely that-
'f#kis:**4141"tOitp,00?s at0i,gointio4ant some evidence other:than.
iierbal:ASintinee'ihat'the Child ten'a id,leatitingsonie

th4;le asi**--
at

to _

Oacher,e-'Worlciligll a FO At:teaca g.'Il the children are not-learning;,
-:the-u4lijigoiA,tood;40ui of evidence: tp establish -.why they are not
:iefat'thirig4arit,,not talking -about opinions, but what we call harclida-
Whaf(.70-liai-Ahoit attitudes?: What about attenclance..ifid
*hat Atioui:aetnal: tinte.clevotectitO instinctiOn"?: lind.what-abOnt-itreir
achitYriterit:jit. Seeths-te me we.-haVe an otiiigoion., to _help- teachers. .
-with 'VeliniqtiesfOr--gatkeringanel interpreting such (rata.

In.the etirnateof tti0.1bs we must consider' stanclatelizecfachieveinent-
,tesiis.aS one Of:rriany kinds of data use theydolitoVide good info --
triation about the achievement.of: inclivictuar'pnpilsespeeially *lien

a fe.:0116,00 'on- a -longitnclinal'hasis -and: espeeially, when item_
-ilatiater_prOAliertfotindiyidtials.artal_ their Classes.if We are to be fair;

recognize that repotting achievement: data at least
foischool= system;, an _povice -important- clnes,regarding; inPtove-4

-:*aillyiasit4iipAtrokyeat,to year
But h_:am tiitor us who, Avorkwitli-ieSts and testing haVe

not Otte oirt,liest,to,helfrfeachets,printipalsand the public to under-
statid:the sitengthS'anel-lirnitatiOns of Stanclaratzed-teSts:Out neglect is
illriStfatecl.-in staler-Ile-1W in a.;boOlclet published' t?y the National...
"School" Public. Relations .AsSOciation.- entitled- Releasing .Test= ,§cores:.
tilticiOital:_Assesspienti,Piokkii, -I-16w 16 ',Hel'e -is,

re; of,"*isticitin.s. The natural pnIsd_tit'atilicking-such-a,prObletn
Oseinhic±,the lewslidcialists-and siatisticians.to.exprain. Bittbewaie

_ ofrnis-seefriitigly, opp-roack,staiisliciafiis'ancl'-test -gpdcialists,Fhiciy
talking,tAiOnC another..anti_thdy, that very they hayd-tro-nbld
with Ciincafots. Thc.eViiidfice:-Ergyth goes-Well_nntil **hotly asks
a_cjiieslidri.y§',n11;citynhiliffoin-thefd.

If, you,havea:-test ,41ddiaiist or statistician, on yotir staif MI6 can popu:.
larik".thd,rifesentation. yon_ard'in;f4Cximity-tO-a rare jewel..If nOLlhave
;them Utory,yeryclosciywitil your information specialists' as. they prepare'
the i r:; apIlin o ,



nand Controv%rsy:

*this statetnerit'dOes not eonyinee.yot that,Wehave a oroblei; then
astatenebt,byieby:Pyer, When he spoke .0;the-iest

=
-Airectori,,,of4arge,-sehool systems 'last' May.- pr. :Oyer summarized`.

alWays does.tie said

4'haddiSturbing..:the behavior Of aply_ psychologists. psyClioinetrieians,
-a-licfOther=social:Scientists who :64-ecbidaticitial ind,psychologicalliteaS-
areinent afaseitiating field of ificiairy," but who retreat from all the chinto4
,yerilekover -testing- and- evaluation aty retiring into ',,c64 little coteries
'Where-,they.write-beatitiffil essays to one another that are so heavily laeed,

=with= mathematical twit 4- a rare: persOn'.out =there #in the

= schools: who: can,understand:what,they:are talking about. Mach -Ot What

thepprodace;ean be of extraordinary importance: to your sevaluator .On

:thelifront:IiRe.,.but it.is ahno-st always !,3,400.4*-.)ideep in. technical'hOoks

,and journals that. for all intents andpuiposes, it is iiietrievahle

Dr:-byercite &Ole
Ineri-E4,1041,publiShed- by the National Council oft-kfiasiikernehVih,

4ucatibh,(stpME).:1* ifony>is:tbatticivitis- intended -to -seive the

;practitioner. :Lest ,sOnte=inlhe audience -are, concerned,_ that -1-**Ig4
has -no-place in "ii. CM wish to assure you that: s'

larthesitti'ren-rny What ativsaggesting is' thatlieChniCal
inatiOnAie,lianglatedinto,publieations ihat can finderstood byibbso

WA9,-Ate
not:psycheitnetriCiing'andltneagarement experts. A longfinie'agd.

ikERA-IflubliShedn series called "WhatResearch Says to,theTeaChef,"-

-'butfldiO-W4no sirdlarrecent efforts:
---:::}IrtiOyour,tutist,'haVe. enough -of ;chaos a04:coitrovatu. Pot40§

_.you,may_think:that -this of evehtS_in.tesTg:over two decades a
now conclude with One comment.

--NbliCatiOns about:tests -an-d- testing are aliiteSt:.totally. lacitint_in-
htinkOr,,As.a_,tineinnatianii think it, appropriate' to saythat:044/160
,pereent,oi.,.theni'eantle'sti-CategOiiied:.LesQltiu;thkiiiclitts 'paper, Oki-

,_videS*nple-prObf that there,ig, nofitnnOt. -te5tifig, Niectded to taitea

!drastic stepAti-imprOire,the situation and 9Uote-Att:Bilebwaid,440 was

-iteoncbr,:intervie*cl'oli the shoW.Fie*as'as1541\if the:la& of
iitinorfin,the'presidehtiarcatnpaign,presented ,a,-OrOblem --,sto--hiritns a

-,political,satiriSt; He replied; '`-last --beeattge.. there's ,fioihinnof-daegn't'

=mean it isti't.fuitityl'
\
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Test Theo;y, and the
Public Interest*

,F*DEiuc_14,4pitb-
Senior Research. Psychologist

.gducational,Testing-SerYice

5

talk 'Omit several applications of test theory inThe
.intefeit.-The :thread,running- fhrongh the varititis applications', is =_the,
--eValuation:and=designof tests= fouarticular individuals.- or: for (pac.-
_ticular subgroups, or at particular ability:levels. s ti

Ati.,,OuiStandintrecent'application, hot-Eyt completely-digested' by
ji*ehOinittiC-experis,attefil.i__froni ihree,1971:_artieles Oplest'bia,s-aitel
culture fairness by.RWhert Thonidikel,-by_Richard Darlington'; and
by-.-RobertA. _Linn and.Charles Wens!. Until these:aNcles appeared,
many of us- thought that we could deterinitte.i.vhether a test orselection
procedure Wasfair-rit unfair to Minority,gro ups 'by -using:a simple
,statistical-:procedure: One-Of ThOrndike's important tontribUtions.Was
to make clear that.what is fair accordtn&to one definition may bequtte.
n-nfairwecordingJo_another dAnition, -

Consider:the selection and _hiring' ofjpitr applicants; or Ale selection
of t**cleoi:aciiniiOn to cblicge:Suppose first- of-all .tht-in advance
of SeleetiOn- we, have available some. adequate criterion measure
applicants. In -this. very situation. we -Might: simply select`
the applicants -on'the-',basis of critetiOn,,score,..regardless roCgrOup- _ .
-*Mb-et:ship:

'Nhether or not this `is a. proper socials question, not:a
ineaStifeinent,prOblent. Thc,Measuretnent',problent.arises,Whenever.
as is ordinarily the case: we do not have the criterion Measure available
at-the:lit-0e of -seleetion.-Instead We:have available, 6-test score whose

is thav-ittiredictS,the.efiterion measure: The correlation
_ .5_

Part thlitalt_i_ind Figs3:6pre taken renal a forthconiing paper in louihalofEd
-rfonal*isurehrenr titled -,i3rtictical tim of ItetnCtiainCteristic tOrreThcorr.

_ Tigs.-):4_areTiakep from E 4-Lord: "QinckzEstiniatc$ of-Relarive-0.1fictencypr_Ty..0
ivsis As a Fiiction,or:Ability Educutronql ileums:einem. ,1914.,%/:
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.

tietWeenigredicttir and 'criterion,:isusually-nOkyery :high; probably no
higher. thanz:60: What the effect-Of selecting,people:ofilthe 'basis: of

/,,Oant,rnOii,-rselection.6proted ure-tises: a single ctitting,SrOte,-On,:ibe-
_,predietOr AithOittregard,tagrotipmenihership. This procedure maid=

-mites -,Alfelekiteeted*,-critericin- score 64- the,,,selected, indiVidnals. This
seep$:_etriinently_fair selecting instittitioti, but is it fair,to- the
;individuals involved? And in particular to dietribersoftninoritygrObp0

on
-StiplioSe* Could;seleet,Oh.criteriOn -se:ore: Suppose -that se selecting

.6 6, , . , .
reSnit,,in seleeting,-50perceiit, -say, of.all

ri,cet=tnin thinotityegiorip:-Con§idei.now the-effect-Of-subSti=
,toting alpfediciorecir the criterion score.' ft coulfhappen that,whenwe
ruse -a. single.CUtnngscare on thenptedictorforselection;only25 percent,
salY,Mf.tile:nliriOi*tro4. ,be.chosen. Sticlva,restilt Certainly (LOS-

.

`ottiSeetit,ifair,to-,the-Mitiarity group:
__The_seteCtion-procedUre.isStill 64-.0 the' institution dOing,the selecr

-tion.This-institutiOn,Will hire or admit thetodiViduals-with 'the highest
.expected =criterion- scores. 13,0:the iise;o16,predictorhas.clearly injured,
,the,ininority,grOup- Only thiS,grOup will be,select4as.
,,waufd,,bi the:Case if,the criterion were available_ at time of selection.
This fs,a;Majorpoint made;byttiortidike iii'his paper:

6 6,

Itseenis-,cleal-,-tat:stiehlarsithatiOn-,is a bad one Theie aie:twospos-
.-sible,.;approndhesto 'correcting ,it: -One_ 401.00, WhIchfhaS, led to
,important papers byproMinent-Workers:in theTfieldAs-to try to Correct,

&OM -6 a:biased- predictor- by setting,:-:diterent
0,_cUllingsscores:for different frOOps. The main conclusion '66M-reading

,,tite_Tapers-,oti, this stibject'Seenis to 'be that, different sets of: Caring,
scores.-iii:be'ntilized; and judged faii-,,by.different,pe-opie. There.doe-S-

___not-seetrLtd' be. any- way o(corresting,fora_'biased,Predictor a6 way

,that;WiRseeiii- fair according,to'all-reascinable value systems.
_,An-,alternatiVepOssibility,,Which,is also,being attempted, islo-try. Jo:
,,improvs3he'predietor-sathat the -sable cutting-score_caa--,be_used for
everyone,-Whether or_not particular,predicror,is scriobsly-iinfale-,to

6,sobte,minority group depends on what'the_lpiOictor ineastifes..it the
p-t'Ociictor,6measures some -trait that is irrelen-nt for success a minority

,rgrotip_tha(happelis to rank low on,this irrelevant trait-Will obviously, be'
,unfairly. 'treated'-bi use of a single cutting- score On this - predictor.
Again-,if. the_ predictor- does _not measure some trait that -is important
.for-success, a minority group that happens to rank-high-an thiS inipar-
-,ta-nttrait will be unfairly treated by use of a single cutting score of -this,
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deficient predictor. An Obviods course-is -to try to- improve -our predic-
tors so as to avoid theonfair situations.
_ It is interesting:to-ask-what would _happen if we a_pre-

-did& that differed from_the criterion only because of random errors of
measurement. 'WOO, the use,of such_ar predictor With arsingle cutting
score_stilibe unfair to minority grout*? The.answer-by Linn and-WertS
is that such a procedure will slightly -favor low-scoring groups - and
handicap`high-scoring-grOupS. The:reason is that-a predictor containing
_randonaTerrors of measurement will differentiate -high-level- and loW-
level groups less- well-than- would' the criterion-score, were it available.
This means that more.people will =be selected front le groups -and
fewer_ people frOrtihigh groups.

This-becornes particularly_ obvious in -the extreme Where the predictor
is almost completely unreliable. If-the predictorhad_zero_reliability,_it
could not Aiscriminatebetweeri one group and another group, which_
Means that any two groups would have the same-distributiOn_of-pie7
dictor_scOres. In such _a:case, clearly, use-of a single cutting score -on the
predictor-favomany-grOtip-that is_low on criterion-score.

-It -may not be possible _in- marry cases -to produce _Mental tests that
differ-from an impoilant criterion only because-oLetrois of

Veceftainlycan work toward-this, however. We can try to avoid
:predictors -that measure sOnteirieleant trait, to the-disathantage_of a-
nainority_f...kroup; If Weican-not-a%oid using such-predictors, then indeed-
we will'havd a- difficult--task deciding how to select cutting-scores to

-compensate for measuring the wrong traits.
:Let _me now turn -to -a different subject. In classical-test theory, the

valtie,7ora_test-is usually summarised by one or more of three coefli-%.
dents: the validity coefficient, the reliability coefficient. and the stan-

-dard-eiror olmeasurement. Any such.coefficient describes the average
,performance -on the test for a certain group. .

The reagnitude of the first two coefficients varies from group to
group. In- general, such a coefficient, reported by the publisher foF a
Supposedly- nationally representative group, will not be appropriate for
-an-y particular teacher and_ his or her class of students. A particular
classroomis-likely to have a smaller range of talent than.a national!)
representative group.

The_standard error of measurement of a test may be reasonably con-
stant froingroup to group, provided the groups are not ery different in-
ability level. But now we have a different problem. we can compare.
standard-errors of measurcmcnI from group to eroup, but not from test

23-
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Test Theory In the Public Interest

to test. The standard error of measurement is expressed in terms of the

raw score scale, which varies from one test to another. If we use stan-
dardized scores instead of raw scores, then we cannot comparestandard

errors of Measurement from group to group.
What is needed is a method of describing the effectiv eness of a test in

a way that will be appropriate both for across-group comparisons and
for across-test comparisons. provided that the test are all measures of

the same trait. ability, or skill. Does this sound impossible? We can come

close to doing this.
Figure I shows the relative efficiency of two widely used tests of

reading vocabulary. The relative Lifficiency panes according to level of

developed ability. which is shown along the base line of the figure

Specifically. the figure shows the relativ e efficiency of a reading vocabu-

lary score from the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress (STEP).

relative to a reading oLabulary score from the Metropolitan Achieve-

ment Test (MAT). The data describe a particular form of each test.

20

Figure I.
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What is meant by relative efficient:\ here? The effitienLy of a single
test at a particular ability lord is ins ersely proportional to the so oared
standard error of measurement for people at that ability level

If two tests measure on the same. score scale, then their relative
efficiency at a particular ability ley el is simply the ratio of their squared
standard errors of measurement at that level. Since two tests from
different publishers I:, pically measure on different scare es en

though they are tests of the same ability, an adjustment must be made
for differences in score scale. Thus the relative efficient:\ of one test
with respect to another at a particular ability le\ el is simply the ratio of
their squared standard errors of measurement at that loci adjusted for
differences in score scale. If one test has a relative efficiency of .5 with
respect to another at some ability lord then doubling the lenge. of the
first test will make it as efficient as the second test.

Figure I shows that the S TEP test is more Alum than the MAI test
at km ab,lity lords. but less efficient at all other lords. This reflects
the fact that the STEP test is much easier than the MAT test. It is 'w ell
know n that an easy test disLrmunates best among low-le\ cl students.
A hard test discriminates best among high -ley el students.

The STEP test is shorter than the MAT test. The dashed horizontal
line shows the relative efficiency that would he found if the two tests
differed only in length.

Figure 2 shows the relative efficiency ola pa rtit. ular form of another
published reading sotabulan test compared to MAT. This test is less
effective than MAT for most of the range of interest here

In these figures thL base line is calibrated in terms of perLentik. rank
for a particular group ot students The top horiron ta I line is calibrated
in terms of raw St-0i on both the tests administered. With the aid of
such figures. ifa teaLlier know s the ability lorel oflus group or the ability
le is at which he to make &cut% e discrimination, then he can
make an informed L iLe among as mkt ble published tests This is
much better than rely i on Locilit. tents reported by the publishers for
groups that contain students a t ability lc els not reley ant for this teacher.

How do NA, e get these relati c efficiency L up. es? They can he produced
by a rather complit.,It,:d and expensive process based on the estimation
of item parameters by item response theory Fortunately a usable
approximation to the relative efficiency Limes can be obtained directly
from frequent,y distributions of number-right sLores. as I has e pointed
out in a 1974 issue of the Journal of Educational Measurement' . The
dashed jagged Imes in the figures show the approximations obtained

r
d
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Figure 2.

Re lathe efficiency of Form A. Reading Vocabulary Test compared to MAT.
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directly from the number-right score distributions, with the help of a

deck calculator.
Such relative efficiency curses has c many 11>i...4r-besides choosing

among published tests. Recently at Educational Testing Service (ETS)

and at the College Entrance Examination Board certain revisions of the

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) were contemplated. A possibly desir-

able r6vision was to try to make the tests easier for low ability students

provided this could be done without impairing the measurement effec-

tiveness of the test for high ability students. It was decided to investigate

the effects of k a rious possible changes from existing forms of the test

A particular form of the erbal SAT was chosen and analyzed We

then asked such questions as the following. Suppose we took the five

easiest items in this form of the serbal SAT and added five more items

with statistical properties exactly like .:,ese. What would be the relative

efficiency of the resulting test? This relatiVe efficiency. relative to the

form of the test in actual use. is shown by curse 2 in Figure 3 As might

22
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Figure 3.
Relative elficiene) of various modified SAT Verbal tests.
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be expected, the effectiveness of the test is slightly improved for exam-
inees at low ability levels without much change in the effectiveness of
the test elsewhere. -

Curve 3 shows the effect of eliminating a block of five medium
difficulty items in the middle of the test. Efficiency is impaired for middle
ability students, but there is not too much effect elsewhere.

If we simultaneously add five easy items. as already described, and
eliminate five items of medium difficulty. the relative efficiency of the
resulting test is shown by curve 4. This is seen to be a sort of combina-
tion of the other two curves. It doe) seem to be possible to improve the
measurement effectiveness of the test at low ability levels without
sacrificing its effectiveness at high ability levels. However, we do lose
effectiveness at medium ability levels. In general. experience shows that
any gain achieved,,tatone ability level is usually paid for by a foss of
effectiveness at some other level. Usually the only way to avoid this
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rule wont:6e to writebetter items; but this increases the cost of test
:p0dtfction.

thei.e1S.SOMething to be learned from curves 6, 7, and 8. Curve 6
shovvs,Whatcwould happen if we simply discarded the easiest half of
ihe items in the test. The half-lengdoest would be almost as good as the
iUli,length,test for high-abilitystudents. Such a test would of course
be virttiallytiseless for low-0414; students. This tells us that the easiest
haltof,the ileitis in the current form of the SAT Verbal test are con-
Aribinitig very little towards measuring the high-ability students. In
effect,_otily half the time spent by the-high-ability students in taking
the teitliS of any use for measuringthem.

Curve 7 leads to a particularly interesting conclusion. CurVe.7 repre-
sents the relative efficiency of a half-length test obtained y discarding
the hardest half of the items in the Verbal SAT. In contrast to curve 6,
notice that here throwing away half the items improves the Measure-
Ment at low-ability levels. The reason is that low-ability examinees
guess at random on hard items. The resulting random noise tends to
drown out whatever measurement would otherwise be accomplished
byfthe easier items. .

The conclusion that I want to emphasize is that we cannot make a test
,appiopriate for low-ability examinees simply by adding some easy
items. As long as the test contains many hard items on which these
examinees guess at random, the test cannot be a really effective measur-
ing,instrument for them.

Curve 8 shows the relative efficiency, of a full-length Verbal SAT
whtn all the items are at the same medium difficulty level. It is obvious
that replacing medium difficulty items by bard items and by easy items
reduces the measurement ,effectiveness for most of the examinees.
since most of them are in the middle of the abilty range.

All this suggests the following conclusion: If we really want effective
measurement for both high-ability examinees and for low-ability
examinees. and furthermore if the ability range in the group tested
is sufficiently large. then it will.be impossible to achieve our objective
with any _cony entional test. The objective cannot be achieved simply
by adding hard items at one end and easy items at the other end. It
becomes necessary to try some unconventional form of testing, such as
multilevel testing. two-stage testing. or tailored testing.

Before discussing such unconventional tests, consider an alternate
possibility. Let us take our conventional test and score the answer
sheets in the usual way. After doing this31 us divide the examinees
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iota three-or four groups according to their scores. We can now rescore
the answer sheets in each subgroup using a set of item scoring weights
appropriate for that subgroup. For the highest subgroup of examinees,
an .appropriate 'scoring weight for each item will be roughly propor-
lionalr:to the discriminating power of the item, or to the item-test
:kiseri4re.orre1ation. For the lowest subgroup of examinees, the proper
item scoring weights are quite different the difficult items should each
re0iVe4-sdatingNveight of approximately zero.

After reScoring each subgroup with iteMscoring weights appropriate
to the-subgrnrup, the scores from different subgroups will all be put on
the same scale, by conventional equating rrielTds. Once this isifione,
each examinee tested will have been scored with a set of itemscoring
VeightSsoughly appropriate for him. Thus each person will be meas'-
ured more effectively than under conventional scoring procedures.

Althotiglithis would result in some improvement, I do not believe it
is a,very effective solution. to the problem under discussion. If only a
quarter, or a third, of the items in the test are really appropriate for low-
ability students. then no amount orstatistical manipulation will makethisinto

a really good test for such students. The only way to achieve this
is Somehow to arrange so that such students take a full set of test items.
all of which are appropriate and effective for them.

I am not necessarily urging that effective measurement of low-ability
students should ke a prime objective of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board. Most of the colleges that use the College Board tests-gre
concerned with effective measurement in the upper half or two-thirds
of the score range. On the other hand, there are some colleges using
these _tests where most students score in the lower. part of the range.
Thus is may be desirable for the test to measure effectively there too.
Also, it may be desirable that the test should not be a traumatic
experience for those lower-level examinees who take it.

If we wish to be sure that the difficulty level of a test is matched to
the ability level of the particulAr individual taking it. we can consider
various unconventional procedures embraced by the term individual-
ized testing. There are various names for these procedures such as
computer-based testing, branched testing. sequential item testing. tai-
lored testing. flexilevel testing, multilevel l testing. and two-stage testing.

The United States Civil Service Commission is carrying out an extea-
sive investigation into tailored testing. It has several computer termi-
nals in its Washington office where volunteers are invited to take a
tailored test. Vern Urry at the Commission tells, us that this experi-
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rtierital,WOrkis very successful. The people taking he tailored test like
it, better than the conventional test.. Furthermore the Commission is
currently able to achieve with about twenty items what formerly would
_squire:a .rhundred items. The Commission is making plans to use
_tailored testing-on a nationwide basis in about five years if no unex-
pecied'obstacles-are encountered.

Computer-based tailored testing it a fairly complicated procedure
requiring scime initial investment. There is a simple procedure. called
;mithilOatesting which is currently more readily available tO all of us:
An experimental study into the effectiveness of a multilevel-test was
recently. carried out under the /direction of Dr. Gary Marco, ETS. The
finid-teport on this study has not yet been issued; todayit will simply
.detabe a multilevel test.

Suppose that we have a kt of fifty items all measuring roughly the
same psychological trait or skill or ability. The items are arranged in
five levels: a. b, c. d, e, in .order of difficulty. All students start the test
by answering level.c. At this point they are told that if the items they
have answered seemed rather difficult, they should next answer level b.
If level c seemed rather easy, they should next answer leel d. When
they have completed a second group of items. an approp'riate.set of
instructions is again given allowing each examinee, to choose a third
level of items adjacent in difficulty to the levels already answered.

Each examinee winds up taking a block of exactly 30 consecutive
items (3 consecutive levels). Each answer sheet is scored in the usual
fashion. There are three different possible blocks of items that an
examinee may take: abc, bcd. or cde. Scores on these three blocks must
he equated across blocks. This can be done by conventional methods. or
by using item characteristic curve theory. Once all scores have been put
on the same scale by equating. each examinee should be measured more
effectively than by a conventional test. since each examinee has pre-
sumably taken items better matched in difficulty to his ability level.

- It may be helpful to think of a multilevel test as if it were a three-
stage

/-
test. The examinee does his own routing. This avoids the problem

of scoring each stage in time to route the student to an appropriate
later stage.

You can all think of various possible difficulties with such a multi-
level.test. Suppose an individual does not route himself appropriately.
In this case, the worst that will happen is that he will be measured less
accurately than °then% ise. If the tests are properly equated. his expected
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score will not be affected. We hope that most of ihe students will route
thenieives-Opropriately and thus be measured more accurately than

.bya--167item_elonventional test.
From what Lknow of the results, the multilevel test tried out-last fall

was-alinut_as effective as expected. A detailed discussion wfll appear
inithe'final-report of this study. at which point the practical value of
multileveliesiing can be better assessed.

Another recent-application of test theory in the public interest is item
sampling. When examinees are sampled also, we speak of matrix
sampling. Although this application is well established. many of the__.
neeesskry- mathematical formulas are so long and cumbersome that
they have never been -worked out. I would expect that the next im7
portant basic development in this area would be a computer program
by-Means of which the computer itself will carry out the mathematics
and_derive the necessary formulas.

There are several other important. relatively new applications of test
theory in the public interest. One of these is the design and evaluation

Figure 4.
Black (dashed) and white (solid) item ,response curves for item 8.

04 3
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Figure 5.
Item response curves for item 2.

Ability

of mastery tests. My own opiniOn is that Allan Birnbaum'sChapter 12
in Lord and Novick' provides a detailed and clearly worked out theory
for the design and evaluation of mastery tests. Other approaches will

,donbqess be effective also.
AncIther area, still very much in formation, is the use of tests in indi-

vidualized instruction or In computer:assisted instruction, Such use of
tests may come-under the heading of-mastery tests. I find that it is con-

siderably different froth the tailored testing discussed earlier.

. In closing let me return to the question of bias, but now instead of con-

sidering test bias. let me talk about item bias. In the last three figures, the

base line in each figure represents ability or skill. The curves in each
figure represent the probability of success on a particular item as a func-

tion of ability level. The three figures are for three different items from
the Verbal Scholastic :Aptitude 'lest. The solid curve in each figure is

foi a group of white students. The dotted curve is for a group of iiack

students.
In Figure 4 we see that high-ability white students do better on this

item than high-ability black students, but that low-ability black students
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Figure 6.
Item response cunes for item 59.

Frederic M. Lord
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do_better on the ,item than low - ability white students. Black students
do better than white students throughout most of the ability range.

Figure 5 shows a partially similar situation except that in 'this case the
item is totally undiscriminating for black students. High ability black
students. as determined by other items on the test. do no better on this
item than low ability black students.

Figure 6 shows a difficult item on which blacks do better than whites
at every ability level where there is a difference. There are. of course.
other,items onw ha whites do as well or better than blacks at each
ability level.

Such items contain a bias. a somewhat complicated kind of bilis.
It would seem desirable to exclude such items from our tests as far as
possible. Let me emphasize that the cures shown here mere picked
simply because they did show a definite difference between black groups
and white groups. Most of the items in the Verbal SAT do not show

.rge biases of this kind.
These curves ha% e only recently become a% ailable as a result of a.

study designed by Dr. Marco. We have not yet had time to study the
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test items and compare them with the statistical results. It is to be hoped

that: a_result of,such studies, we will learn how to design items that
not .show these kinds of bias.

, The:thread running through the various applications of test theory
that Iluive discussed is the evaluation and design of tests for particular

individiials, or tor partamlar subgroups. or at particular ability levels.
-Stickcotidtrns represent worthwhile applications of test theory in the
:piiblid in tefest.
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Testing: The Baby and the
Bath Watei Are Still With Us

,ESTI1F,R-E.'bIAMOND

Setdor-Project-Directpr
Eciiince ke.reailiAslociates.t.

1.1

Having. had to submit a title for my paper"The Baby and the Bath
Water-AreStill,With-Lls"before I had begun to write it. I must now
.try to rriake it Work ...

Onte_upOit a time there was a babya beautiful, smiling. unspoiled
bd4 whom everybody admired and who, the people thought, would
wing enlightenment into the world and open doors 104 barred to moist
of their'. One day, when the baby was being bathed, someone noticed
that the bath water hadn't been changed for a while and it had gotten

__cloudy' and somewhat dirty. For some strange reason no one in the
household was quite'sure what to do about it. Some advocated till-ow-
ing out the bath water. Othellsaid the baby should be thrown Out
because it had contaminated the bath water. Stitt.dthers argued that
since both the baby and the bath water were obinoysly contaminated,
it would be best to get rid ofihem both. A group c4very
members of the household, not willin , take any risks. opted for keep-

:;15.-

ing both-btu conceded that the di r could be remoyeei teaspoon-
ful at a time and replaced by clea water. And so. sorneuhcfetermined
number of teaspoonfuls later, here we are the baby and much of the
bath water arestill with us.

So much for the analogy...
We have had: over the past two decades, some enormously complex

'problems-relating to testing. And although it is obvious that we have
made some progress on a great many fronts. we cannot really say that
we have taken a giant step or two fo.rward.
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complex Problems and lspues in Testing

Defining the Issues

The issues are quite familiar to most of us. Broadly defined, they con-
cern the purposes of tests; the test ,content and what it measures; and
the ways in which test results Are presented. interpreted. and used.

Why do we test. particularly in the schools? In the best of all possible
worlds the main purpose of measurement in the schools should be to
facilitate understanding of the individual as a Whole. complex, con-
tinuously developing person. Such measurement should provide in-
formation about theindividual's cognitiveand noncognitive character-.
istics. style of learning and of solving problems. and his or her needs.
values, interests; and goals. Such information should also help teachers
and counselors to provide the best possible instruction and guidance.
and interventions designed to enhance personal development_

Unfortunately, however, this is not the best of all possible worlds,
and truths. half-truths, and untruths wage a chaotic war within it.
Today's tests, it is charged, do not measure the more elusive qualities
of an individual, such as creativity or the ability to cope. True, burmost
testsespecially those given in the schoolsdon't purport to do so
The test title and the technical nianual usually make it clear that the
test is a test of reading achievement. for example, or mechanical under-
standij g. ory ocational interests. Until measures of these other qualities
have been developed successfully. we shall have to be content with
using. along w ith those test scores that are available. all other informa-
tion we can gather about an individual, a- ighrecommendimed practice
at all rimes, regardless,of how much test data is available.

Another chargein fact, probably the major charge heard against
testing todayis, that the test content and the resulting norms reflect
the dominant culture and are insensitive, to differendes in experience.
language. and cognitive style and the ways in which they might inter-
act with test directions and test content.' Normative data. it is further
charged. make unfair comparisons that are then used to pin erroneous
labels on members of minority groups limiting their options with regard
to education. career. and way of life, and perpetuating destructive

stereotypes.
Few would argue that there is not one iota of truth to these charges

Tests art' sometimes misused and their results erroneously interpreted.
Individuals have been erroneously labeled and relegated to a very nar-
row set of options. Test content sometimes c/ocs reflect :nstanees of bias
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both cultural and sex. Irrelevant tests have been used for employee
selection and evaluation and for other purposes for which the tests in
question were never intended.

'Tests and Bias

Almost all of the charges relate in one way or another to the issue of
biassome to a greater. some to, a lesser extent. To deal with the issue
ofbias, though. it is first necessary to know what it is we are talking about
and to be sure that we are all talking about the same thing. As of now,
ybre are far from agreement on a definition, although the literature of
the past few years contains a great abundance of studies of bias and the
attempts to correct it. Cleary' has suggested that a test is biased
if scorns for subgroups are consistently predicted too high or too low.
Standards for Educational and Psjchological Tests' alerts test users to
the existence of many different definitions of bias and fairness and
points out that whether a given procedure is or is not fair may depend
on the definition accepte'd.Somew hat similar problems have arisen
with regardto the definition ofsex bias both in career interest measure-
ment (Diamond'. Hanson & Prediger") and in achievement testing
(Diamonds).

Eireland and Ironson' ask What is a minority? What is a diaadyan-
taged applicant? The problem of classification of different minorities,
they have found. is a complex and v intuit) insurmountable task. The
DeFunis decision, for example. defined a minority as a select group of
nonwhites. excluding Asian Americans except for Philippine Ameri-
cans, and excluding Puerto Rican's but not Chicanos.

Ebel'. has argued that "The bias which accounts for poor test per-
formance by some minority persons is not in the tests so much as it is in
the culture, and thus is another problem altogether" (p. 87). Even if
we agree and I don't think that test bias and cultural or societal bias
are mutually exclusive how do we go on from there? Can we afford
to wait until society corrects its own biases, through a gradual process
of educatipn and (-tinge? Judging from the desegregation experience,
that may he a lone time as much as one Irindred years. Should we
instead try interventions of various kinds including Infer. ention in

the testing situation wherever there is a chance that they might he
effective?
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Sources of Bias

If we are to do anything about bias in testing, however we define it, we
should first consider its sources. Flaugher" has defined three principal
sources.

1. The test content. Probably the most commonly perceived source
of bias in testing is the content of the test itself: Is it biased in lan-
guage? Does it lack balance in its appeal to different groups? Is it
insensitive to differences in experiences or the absence of certain
experiences?

2. The atmosphere of testing. I would enlarge this source to the society
itself and place it above test content in importance. Much of the
research in this area deals with the self-concept the individual brings
to the testing situation and his or her perceived relationship to the

'larger society. Flaugher includes the amount of sophistication or
experience needed to overcome idiosyncratic characteristics of the testing
situation. Among these are the type of test item and the answer
sheet format, which constitute the medium and which students must
overcome in order to concentrate on the tnessageof the test content
itself. Other variables in this category are race (or. I might add. sex) of
the examiner and perceived use to which the test results are to be put.

3. Test use. Biased use of test results would occur where one group is
sytematically lac ored over the other in selection. classification, and
the like on the basis of test results whether the membership group
he black. Chicano. male, female. or any other.

Although Flaugher states that women "are not the usual sort of
minority group and do not hay e the usual sort of difficulties with test-

(p. 3). it is not difficult to see the same three sources operating with
regard to sex bias. The content of the test often reflects experiences
that traditional social roles hay e closed to women or men or 'ha\ e
thoroughly discouraged them from exploring. Subtleties of the social-
ization process often carry over into the atmosphere of testing. where
women- and. to a lesser extent. men bring to the testing situation the
self-concept that society has preordained for them. And test results
hay e frequently been used to rule out nontraditional options- and to
perpetuate the statui quo.
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Looking for Solution's

What, then-, should be done about testing? How should the contro-
versial- isqtes be resolved? Generally. two opposed courses are
suggested:,

1. Declare a moratorium on all tests and testing until the short-
CoMings can be eliminated.

4

2. Retain the tests for the information that they can provide, and at the
same time encourage a program of research directed toward dim-

- ination of or control for bias and place top priority on better inter-
pretation and use of test results.

As Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests' pointS ctn, to,
declare a moratorium on the use of tests requires a corresponding bu't
unlikely moratorium on decisions-employment decisions. selection
decisions by colleges and universities, and decisions based on the eval-
uation of various educational and social programs. But there 'always
have been such decisions. with or without testing. and they_will con-
tinue to be made. Colleges and universities. the Standards go on to say.
will continue to select students. "some elementary pupils will still be
recommended for special education. and boards of eduCation wir. con-
tinue to evaluate the success of specific programs" (p. 2). The decisions.
hovlever, will be based on more subjective. less dependable mc,hods
than grindardized assessment techniques. Moreover. tests that-are
useful for discovering abilities that might oherwise remain unidentified
will no longer be available

To assume that such decisions can be made fairly without reliable.
objective measures is to assume that everyone charged with making
judgnients about others in our society is socially concerned, free from
prejudice. and trained in the skills and pitfalls of assessment. diagnosis.
and evaluation. If tests are guilty of reflecting middle-class kaltiqs. will
the judgments of middle-class teachers. counselors. administrators. and
employers necessarily be less so? Can any of us honestly say that he or she has
almost never misjudged a person's capabilities or attitudes because of some
idiosyncratic mode of dress or social behavior or some unusual physical
characteristic? Nave our own value systems never eivered into our
judgments of others?

The argument in favor of a moratorium also implies that decisions
are made about individuals on the basis or test scores alone. Yet test
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manuals and professional articles and books on testing carry repeated
warnings that tests are to6ls that provide objective and important infor-
mation about an individual but that they do not provide all possible
information and therefore should not be used alone but with all other
pertinent information available.

If we adopt the second courseretaining the tests for the informa-
tion they provide.and at the same time embarking on a program to
improve them and the ways in which they are used -what are the steps
we should take? What kinds of relevant research and development are
already under way?

Correcting Test Biai

Models for the correction of test bias thaChali: appeared in the liter-
ature on testing over the past eight to ten years geperally fall into one
of three categories:

1. Correcting test has at thciteni toiistruction level. This is probably the
least frequent model. It involves trying to build a bias-fair test from
scratch. beginning with the instructions to item writers, before items
are pretested. One example is the work of Rayman'". who attempted
to construct interest inventory items for vocationally related scales
that would be balanced for response rate by sex within each scale. A
similar model for achievement tests was suggested by Diamond''.

2. Correcting test bias at the item distribution level. This type of model
is closely related to the first type. except that it begins with the'items
already in hand and the item statistics for tithe various groups
involved in the testing. Medley and Quirk' examined differences
between black and white candidates' performance on the common
examinations of the National Teacher Examinations. They con -
structed experimental forms and compared performance an, items
reflecting black whim:, those reflecting modern culture. and items
that were considered traditional. Differences in performance on one
test made up of equal numbers of black and modern- culture items
and another test consisting of traditional items only were significant
for 13 of the 14 pairs of groups tested Significant differences were
also found in favor of blacks on the black- culture items and in favor
of whites on the modern-culture items.

Echternat.hti" compared the distributions of transformed p-value
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'differences for independent pairs of groups with a hypothetical
normal distribution, using the obtained mean and variance of the
differences as parameteri. He considered the test biased if points on
the actual distribution fell outside the bans around the hypothetical
line whose width is determined by sample size and significance level.

AngofP describes several studies, including his own, in which
bivariate -plots of transformed p-values were examined for item x
group interaction. Angoff also mentions the possibility of building
a test on the basis of a common core of items "broadly relevant to
the educational :4)jectives of society generally and the individuals
for whom it is intended" plus items specific to the curriculum of
each of the component groups but not the group as a whole (p. 26).

,With such balance. Angoff maintains, no one group would have ean
/ advantage across the total test.

In one study described by Angoff. involving black and white
croups: itetn_xgroup interaction for inter-race scatter plots decreased
when groups were matched on an external vi liable. This result sug-
gests the possibility of matching groups on socioecononficsta-tus,_
expressed as a composite of parental occupational and educational
levels. Angoff warns. however. that the designations for these levels
might not have exactly the same meanings for blacks as for whites,

3. Statistiwl models far the wrrectton nibtas:Va rious statist iLa 1 models
for dealing with test bias have been proposed -by Cleary Cole.
Darlington'. McNemar". Thorndike' '. and others too numerous to
mention here. The entire Spring 1976 issue of Journal of Ethuattonal
Measurement was a special issue. On Bras tn Selectton. In that issue
the Novick and Lindley utility model is described by Novak and
Petersen". Cleary's model was referred to briefly earlier in this
paper Cole's model suggt3sts that if both a member of the majority
group and a member of the minority group Lould succeed if selected.
any procedure is unfair that does not present each with the same
prdbability of being selected. I t requires that d fferen t pred ii. tor cut
off points-be chosen for each group. Darlington's model employs a
single correction factor v. hose variable weight. determined by a set
of factors important to the selecting institution. would he added
to the criterion scores of the lower - storing group. McNemar's mo .1

employs a regression equation based on the groups combined k I th

group membership included as a predictor. Thorndike su 'tested
that the percentage of an applitant group to be selected be le same
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as the empirically determined base-rate of success for that group.
These models are probably part of the necessary groundwork for a
temporary solution orthe problem of bias within the present frame-
Work of inequality of opportunity. Many of these models, however.
are in conflict with each other in one or more respects. and it may
be a_lorig time before one is developed that wins the widespread
acceptance needed to put it into general practice.

iSoMething should be said here, too, about the various attempts
ver the years to build "culture-free." "culture-specific." and

"Culture-fair" tests. These usually refer to so-called tests of intel-
ligence rather than to tests of achievement, but are sometimes sug-
gested as replacements for standardized achievement tests. I think
that there is general agreement that it is virtually impossible to build
a culture-free test; no group lives in a cultural vacuum. Culture-fair
tests might fit some of the models for correcting bias at the item con-
struction or the item distribution level. Nonverbal culture-fair tests,
as Ornstein" points out, gener:s.11y fail to reflect the full range of a
child's mental abilities. Moreover, the child who has trouble with
verbal tasks generally has trouble dealing with such perceptual tasks
as classification, selection, and arrangement. As for the culture-
specific Black intelligence Test of Culturai Homogeneity (BITCH).
it hn been criticized by Ornstein and others as measuririg I very
limited amount of special information useful for functioning in the
ghetto. The ability to label. categorize, conceptualize, and solve
problemsan ability important for all children if the: :ire to succeed
in schoolis not dealt with.

Another problem that further complicates the already complex
task of constructing a model for correction'of bias or building a test
controlled for bias is the fael that there arc in the Onited States a
great many minority cultures. some of which account for only a
fraction of one percent of the population.. Ev en among the larger
cultural minorities there are differences within groups. The Spanish-
speaking child of Puerto Rican parents, for example, is different
from the Spanish-speaking child Just this side of the Mexican border
There are comparable different.esbetw een the various Asian groups
If we try to assign everyone to a clearly defined group. there will
be too many groups, most of them with ely small numbers,
to yield any meaningful analyses. If we establish only a few major
groups. we may not improve the situation very much. Moreover.
there appears to be considerable C1 idcnce that the differencesiiet
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tween socioeconomic status groups within a culture are much larger
than the'differences between cultural groups as a whole.

Improving the Tests Themselves

While we 'cannot hope to fully eradicate systematic inequities in test
perforniance until inequities in opportunity have been eradicated,
there are many ways in which tests can be and are being improved.

1.4 number of publishers have undertaken a reexamination of items
in existing tests with the assistance of qualified black and other
minority group reviewers. Items with obvious language or content
bias are being edited or replaced wherever possible. and specifica-
tions for items for new forms or new tests are being written with
concern for possible bias. Tests are also being reviewed for sex bias.

2. Biographical data and other self-reported descriptive information
are being used increasingly in combination with cognitive measure-
ment for self-assessment and future planning as well as for improved
prediction.

3. Mirk on adapiie testing. tailored to individual ability level and
other characteristics. is making progress.

4. Advances in computer capabilities have made possible comparable
advances in testing techniques such as branching and the provision
of immediate feedback from the computer.

5. Criterion-referenced tests enable us to determine to what degree
an individual has mastered a particular skill or content area rather
than how that individual compares with others. thus eliminating
the kinds of objections that are made to norm-rzferenced testing.
Ironically but understandably. however. some publishers of cri-
terion-referenced tests are being asked to supply norms as a kind
of reference point for the interpretation of the criterion-referenced
scores. Such normative data shbuld, be acceptable to all concerned
if it involves group rather than individual comparison. Schools want
to know whether a given average score indicates strength or weak-
ness in the domain measured. and group norms give them a picture
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of relative strengths and weaknesses. The danger. however, as
2 ,Popham" points out, is that users of criterion-referenced tests will

ly on normative data as a determiner of performance Standards.

6. Pro ess has also been made in diagnostic testing and evaluation.
-Expa -tied computer capabilities have made possible detailed and

. highly sophisticated item analysis for local and special groups and
for individual students. Growth curves in specific skills can be drawn
by the computer. The effects of various kinds of interventions can be
analyzed along a number of dimensions.

7. There has been a, rowing trend toward the use of tests for place-
ment and classification. as opposed to selection. a growing
emphasis on decision-making skills that will help individuals use
data from tests and other sources to make for themselves many of
the decisions that have traditionally been the responsibility of the
school, the employer, or other institutions.

These developments are encouraging. but there are still unfulfilled
needs to be met. Some have been described by Gordon'". Mercer'". and
others. We need measures that will provide information about a much
wider range of abilities and characteristics than present measurement
providesmeasures of vocational, social, and interpersonal compe-
tencies: of creativity. which we hint. not sci far even defined success-
fully: of cognitive style. or how the in ual pr 'esses information
and generates responses. We need to know ho st to weigh all the
information we hate about an indk idual in order to enable him or her
to make the best possible decisions. We need to find ways to solve the
dilemma posed by prediction based on the past that work!. to perpet-
uate the status quo. We need item analysis programs that enable us to
look at the incorrect choices children mark on tests to see whether an
individual or group pattern emerges that might he of diagnostic sig-
nificance. These are only some of the needs The list is irtually endless.

Improving the Use of Tests

No matter how much we improve the quality and sensitivity of our
tests we w ill ha% e gained little if the way in which they are selected and
used is not also impro ed. This must he a joint responsibility of both test
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_publishers and the institutions using the tests. xvith the publisher pro-
viding -the interpretive material, descriptive information about the
test and_its purposes. and suggestions for use, and the institutions pro-
viding_ the necessary training in test_ use, possibly with help from

-the,pfibliSher.
A Schoollesting program. for example. should be b. sed on the joint

deeisiOns-of those who will have to implement it an interpret the
results. This means involving counselors and teachers, or at least
representatives from among them, in addition to the scho principal
or the superintendent of schools and anme else who will pla., a major
role in theprogram.

Questions to be discussed by these individuals include:

I. What is the purpose of the testing program? What is it the sc ool
needs to know, and which tests can help supply the answers?

2. Do the tests under consideration fit the intended purposes of the
program? That is. do the tests measure the traits or content areas or \
attitudes that the school wants to know about? Technical manuals \
and interpretive information should provide answers to this
question.

3. Does the content of subject-matter tests-whether norm-referenced
or criterion-referenced-match. in general. what students have
been expdsed to in their course work?

4. Is the reading level such that rhost students can be expected to
understand the language of the test?

5. Are the directions to the students clear so that the a% erage student
will not have difficulty following them?

6. Can the results be used for diagnosis of specific difficulties as well
as for general measures of achievement. ability, and so on?

7. Are the hidden biases overall content slanted to white' middle-
class values and culture, or to traditional sex role behavior?

8. For standardized tests. are the norms pros ided generally useful for
the particular school population') If not. are local or other appro-
priate norms available. or is information provided that w tlI suggest
how to interpret the results for the students?

9. How does the school plan to use the test results to help students?
How will the,results be communkated to students and their parents?
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10 Do the tests meet the essential requirements of the APA Standards
for Psychological Tests' and Manuals? What does Buros' Mental
Measurements Yearbook say about them?

Parents and students should also be told something about the testing
program- and why it is being given. Some publishers have prepared
letters to parents for this purpose. If these are not available, the school
shOuld prepare its own. If student information booklets containing a
description of the test and sample items are available, they can be used
in a briefiest orientation session with students, to put them at greater
ease in the testing situation. Filling in sample answer sheet grids well
ahead of the testing date also helps reduce irrelevant sources of error on
the test itself.

When test results are available, all who will be involved in the inter-
pretation should be briefed on the results and what they mean. Report
forms, profiles, bands of confidence, the meaning of percentiles. the
differences between measures of ability or achievement and measures
of interestall these Should be understood by teachers and counselors
before the results are disseminated. The school might also want to con-
sider involving parents and students, especially students at the high
school leveLet some point. Parents will want to know what the results
mean for the child. What new information has the test added to what is
already known about the child? Are there contradictions between the
test results and other information? If so. how can they be explained'
Finally, both parents and students will need reassurance that test
results will be used constructively that a low score on a reading test
means. usually. only that the child needs help with reading.

Conclusion

I hope I have succeeded in demonstrating that. although the baby and
the bath water are still with us. the bath water is much cleaner now
than it has been for a long time. And a lot of effort is going into making
it still cleaner.

I'd like to close with a quote from Theodore Sizer's'n conclusion at
the ETS Conference on Testing Problems six years ago:

"...the testing fraternity needs to concentrate on the effects of class,
race. and ethnicity on the development of skills and attitudes. It needs
to help us understand how these factors influence human development
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<,

over time. It needs to suggest ways of lessening those influences that
narrow a youngster's options, and ways of measuring the child's prog-
ress in increasing his options.

"Testing musi not in a benign way serve as a device to preserve the
Social status quo. On the contrary, it must be used to illumine current
social rigiditiesand to help us finally break out of them.",
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CO/11MhiSt

The tVashington.Post

One Man's View
of Testing

If I occasionally ,find myself rebutting attacks on stanc4rdized tests. it
is not beCause I think the tests are that great. It is because I think they
are often attacked for the.:vrong reasons.

l am thinking, for example. of the attacks premised on the fact that
blacks and ether disadx antaged minorities do less v, ell on ,stand,
tests than do middle-Class,white children.

I am thinking of the blitz of the National Elementan grincrpal maga-
zine [Vol. 54. No. 6. July- August. 1975[ which. in a single issue. devoted
18 articles and an editorial to the subject of standardized testing and
managed to find not one single good thing to stiy about it.

I am thinking of the assaults bs people skli-o has e a rested interest in
ms not finding out host' well. or hov, poork , the schools are doing in
their primary job of educating children

I am thinking of people who scream Li:Rural bias without the faintest
idea of what they mean

I am thinking of people whose objection is to policies. but whose
attack is on tests designed to effectuate those policies. l'hes denoulike
screening of fulls qualified applicahts to graduate school. for instante.
simply because there are fewer spaces than applicants

And so. although I happen to hello e that the test makers are not
doing nearly a good enough job of do iing teSts or helping these %%hi,
administer them to underhand their proper use. I fre.quentls tind
myself opposing those who attack testing.

I found 111% sell in yerb.tl combat with the former superintendent of
sets sops in Washington. I) !Ars Barbara Sizemore, ss hen. after
recently published scores shocked that our children ,sere performing
poorly, she proposed an end to testing

I pointed out that there might ha: been all sorts of reasons why It
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would be unfau,- to compare test scores of children in Washington slums
with those of children in Palo Alto. But it did seem to me. I said. that
some other explanation was called for %%hen the' results showed that
Washington children were doing less well in reading and math tnan
Washington children had done the year before and the Near before that
When tests reveal trends. I said. it seems'they are trying to tell us some-
thing. As a rule. I count it better to listen than to duow the tests away.

True. there were problems with the tests. As Mrs. Sizemore pointed
out. there is no assurance that you are testing the same children from
one year to the next. Nor.without some attempt to ..:hart migration pat-
terns and changes in the socioecononne patterns ).if the/student popu-
lation, can one assume that test results reflect what happens in the
schools.

Bu,t- w hates er w %%rung " oh the tests, there are some things they can
do. They can tell. "Rhin limits. ho" the ehddren in your hometown
stack up scholastically with the children aeros town or .,cross the coun-
try. And they can tell you how the children in %our schools stack up "ith
their predecessors in those same schools. or what happens to a particu-
lar class of students during its school career.

These are things worth knouing. But some neople do not want us to
Ishii" them. That was ni% suspicion when I read the Eli memart Pr.r, r
pal magazine I mentioned earlier Stondardwed tests, a dozen -nd a
half authors concluded. "destroy- children The tests. the% s-aid. are
illogical. misleading. anJ may inspire cheating comparing people to
one another alone a single scale of ability is fundamentally demeaning
and unfair.

Not only do the tests Jo badly "hat the alleee to do, "hat they
allege to do should not he d, ice in the lint place standardized sci-

ence Jell ley eiiient tests for the elementary school are almost uniformly

poor in qualm ['hey arc incorrect. misleading. skewed in emphasis.
and irrelevant

"The scores purport to he measures of the educational health of
community or a school But tit, tact It Yould make as much sense to
take the blood pressure of cacti studvnt. appl% the usual statistical
procedures. and publish the results district by district, to mcasure the
health of the student hod%

lie arti.les took the usual potshots at .ndo.idual test items, man% Of
Much arc incredibly had. and often concluded that an% test tontauhng
slid, twin. Is worse than useless I or instance this multiple-choice
item
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Many kinds of plants are not able to live in the
desert because of the

high temperature
low rainfall
bright sunlight
poor soil.

Any scorer who marked any one iilthosz test vholves wrong ought to be
fired. But some of the attackers took eveption to Y irtually all multiple-
choice questions. including this one

What do scientists use to make small things appear larger'

a barometer
litmus papei
a balance
a microscope.

I thought it'uas a fairly unambiguOus item But the author vv ho vited it
had this comment. "What are 'small things ;mall ditierem es .n pres-
sure? small changes in acidity? small weights''"

In other words. according to the author, this is vet another
ambiguous nem Not to me. If I gav e the question to a st.leike student
and asked him to come up with a Justitivation for eak.h possible ans%er.
that would he one thing But if 1 _give him the question. and made him
understand that there was only one avveptable response. and that he
would have no opportunity later on for pistil\ mg exotic. answers. that
would he another thing altogether In that vase. if I asked him what
tnsttument made small things appear larger. and he said "barometer. I

would think he either was not Yen bright or that he was being a smart
aleck.

One point 1, made again and again Norm-referenved standardued
tests do not tell You w hat to do about low dale\ ement. nor do they
prescribe remedies Nh response is that the instrument panel on the
dash hoard of Inv Lar 'mimics .1 speedometer. w hull does not tell me
why my var is Wit going faster. temperature gauge %%Ilia does not tell

:me vvliv it is running hot and a aid,. %%Ilia doe, not tell me why I am
late and what alternak routes I might take to make up the time But it
.does not follow that these are useless instruments Sometimes it is N,en,
helpful to know something is wrong

Nom,. uhai oiLultural has') it depends oil %%hat oli are talking
about



One Man's View of Testing

Everybody knows what cultural bias does. it causes inner city blacks

and other disadvantaged children to score poorly on intelligence. apti-
tude, and achievement tests. But hardly any body seems to know exactly

what it is, or whether it is a correctable condition. And as a result. there

is a growing demand for its solution by radical surgery: get rid of the
tests. Unfortunately, those who fend to be most victimized by cultural
bias whatever it is, are least in a Position to dictate an end to testing

There are two main propositions concerning testing and cultural
bias. They often coexist in the same argument and occasionally are

cornniingled in the same sentence.
The first is: standardized fests, because of cultural bias. do .iot accu-

rately measure the capabilities of black and other minority test-takers
The second is. standardized tests may he a more or less accurate was of
testing capabilities (though not native intelligence) hut. because of cul-

tural bias. they test those capabilities at which the middle-class and

white, rather than the poor and black. tend to excel
The first says test do not do very well what they allege to do. as far as

blacks and minorities are concerned The second sass the tests are

designed to uncover virtues which the dominant society deems impor-

tant and not others which it considers less impoi Lint One of the things
that is rated important is the degree to w hiLli applicants 11.1%e absorbed

and internalized the dominant whore. [minding those things normally

taught in schools.
When you put :t that way. it beLomesLlimr that the test is supposed to

he culturally biased. That is one of its purposes. It might not tell you

whether the learning, the aLLulturation. took place in school or at home

It w ill not measure those aptitudes and achievements that the test-
designer was not looking for. and it will not tell you anything definitive

about native ability
But if vont purpose is to know how ma of- A- a child has absorbed

in order to know when to proceed to teach "B''. standardized tests can

be useful unless. of Lourse. proposition one is true. in which case the

test w ill tend to undermeasure the know ledge of black children
Because of the confusion over what cultural bias is. attempts to rem-

edy it hay e.shot off in a number of directions Some hay e attacked tests

that purport to measure reasoning ability as being. in reality. tests of

socioeconomic sta tus and vocabulary Take. for instance candelabra is

to candle as chandelier is to (a) hook. (b) Ben I ur. (c) light bulb. (d)
elaborate Some critics would see this as an ob% ious example ofcultural
bias. What does a kid from the ghettos or the barrios know about chltn-
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deliers and candelabra^ Thes might recast the question to read Finger
is to wrist as toe Is to (a) elbow. (b) foot. (c) tap dance. (d) ankle And
they might he stunned to see their ghetto \ oungsters miss that ont: too.

For it is beeinning to appear. to me at least. that the cultural bias in
tests is not altelltvs in the ocabular and content but in the form., The
bias may he in the test question as a do ice for uncut cling reasoning
ability.

Robert Williams' BITCI I test (Black Intelligence Test of Cultural
Homog6neity) sidesteps the problem ht testing for tocabulart &mix.
And since. the vocabularx is based almost exclusn eh on ghetto usages,
Dr., Wil hams' test also produces higher scores lr blacks than for
whites a sort of reverse cultural bis

But not realk Vocabular testing is too limited a 101111On it does not
tell us enough. Dr W1111.1111 Nay he is working on tests that will do for
questions in logic tt hat the BITCli test has done fqrquestions °cab:
ulan, He did not sax w hat he will call this second-generation test. and I

.did not ask.
No matter The solution is not to conic up with cute things that

reserve the usual black-tt bite scoring pattern. The solution is to do
what we can to Bite poor black and other [ninon t add ren the sort of
background and suppiirt knowledge that hat e currenct inthe couiltrX.
to increase their opportunities for escaping the crippling Oka, of -

ern. and to help them pass. tests
Meanwhile, there are a few things I'd like to talk to test makers about

I would like to hear them explain the necessut of distributing popu-
lauons Ms under'standing is that one of the iequirements of standafl-
vied tests N that the distribute the tested groups into bell-shaped-cur-
ves They are xerN cleer at doing that at making each inch nlual test
item do that But I am not sure I understand the point of it

What would seem to me to make more sense is to do se tests calcu-
lated to determine how much of w hat is to he taught has in fact alreads
been learned That waN. \ MI would not hat e to throw out an item nisi
because too math people ,got U ri!41,i you would hate a deuce that
tested children against the course material. rather than against each
other Comparisons would still he possible. of coarse. but that would.
not be the tt hole point

It strikes me as paiticularh pointless to construct tcsIs those bell-
shaped monsters for graduate. record exams. medical aptitude exams
and LSAT,. because much of the weeding-out processalreads has been
accomplished
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I would like to see the test makers and test users agree to try to come

up with an instrument that is capable of establishing a cut-off point

below which success would not he predicted but which would make no

effort to rank those who score above the cut-off. -

And I would like to see the test makers do a miich better job than

they have done in increasing public understanding as to just-what their

tests are supposed to do.
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The Student and Testing

THELMA T. DALEY

Career Education Specialist
Board of Education of Baltimore County. Maryland

As an organizational person. I has e been in plenary sessions tt hen the
quiet and seemingly perfunLtort motions sometimes bordering on
being soporific, has e erupted as forLefully as a supposedly sleeping
volcano suilaenly found belLhing and emitting tons of "frightening-

...-1.1Na. Likened unto the % olcanic action has been the mot e to plate a
'moratorium -a fife -year moratorium, a one -sear moratorium. an
indefinite moratorium on all tests standardized tests. that is I hat e
ttitnessed the widespread debate on the tanous issues LonLerning test-
ing. I have heard columnists. commentators. journalists. exi-s!rts. and
nen-experts on the subject. "--

The great debate continues. and although the juice of the student
may not he seen or headlined as one of the great debaters. the issues are
irrelet aht unless thet relate to the human test taker the student In
fact, I wonder 1.111 the widespread debates seldom see students as de-
baters, a searLh of records does not ret cal a moratorium La lied ht
students.

In an educational era of accountabilitt. students mat read about
their achievement (or laLk f 1 1o aLmets:ment) in the major newspapers
almost on a daily basis or Ma% hear them Wilt:011e performanLe dis
cussed oter the loLal tele% ision channels .\ ttpiLal e \ample is the front
page story in the Tuesday. October 19. 1976 edition of the Neu , Imes

an (Baltimore). "Students'Still Lag in Tests." tt hick in part states that
"plipils' scores on standardized tests of basic reading and math skills
showed some unprotement List year. but a erage sLores for three of
four grades test remained in the bottom 30 percent of a national
sampling."

Tests are designed, manufaLtured, and distributed for takers Not all
takers of tests are students. nor do all students netessarth take tests
Howes er. it has been stated that. as a. nation. we administer user 200
million achietement tests each year This figure represents unit about
65 percent of all educational psychological testing that is Lamed out
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In earlier treatises, principals reported that some standardized tests
were given in their schools each year: In 196 I, Goslin reported that 100
million ability tests a }ear were being taken by persons in educational
institutions.' Later, in 1964 it was estimated that 150 million to 250 mil-
lion tests a year were being administered.' Of 714 elementary school
principals in the Russell Sage Report, only one reported that his school
had not had plans to initiate a standardized testing program."

In addition, the Coleman stirs ey' reported that os er 90 percent of the

nation'snation's pupils were in schools w here intelligence and achiey ement
tests were given at both the elementary a ndsecondary les els

Besides intensive testing programs. external testing programs. such
as the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT). the National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying'Test (NMSQT), the Admissions Testing Pro-
gram (ATP) of the College-Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) and
the American College Testing Program (ACT), Armed Services
Votational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), the General Aptitude Test Bat-
tery-(GATB), Civil SerY ice Examination. Betty Crocker Search for
Leadership and Family Lis mg, all add to the number of tests adminis-
tered in the school each year. This does not take into account the tests
given at midterm. at the end of a tunit. or the test gis en s indictisely as a
disciplinary measure. ,-

With the increasing number of tests and the 0-owing quest tier the
raison d'etre by students, one must has e as adable the Is hi for the test
and the proposed use of the results. Typical uses (though man} times
pen in a circuitous. incomprehensible. way ) may be ( 1 ) to select for
college admission. (2) to group. (3) to identify needs. (4) to help stu-
dents select courses. (5) to aid in career planning. (6) to es aluate pro-
grams, and (7) to pros ide information which might be helpful in secur-
ing facilities. gaining new resources. and pros iding research data

The stu ent cares Ye1)1n. little about the research data. the account-
ability studies.dies. the es aluation of programs The student does care if he,'
she can visualize immediate. concrete. relevant uses.

I hal, e witnessed large testing sessions in school auditoriums with lap
boards sers ing as impros iced desks. s el) poorly defined test goals
(other than that the test was required of all tenth graders and it could he
used to predict the next ley els of aclues ement). and students who could
not care less. Students quickly exhibited their displeasure non% erbally
by rapidly running through items timed for 20 minutes in less than 10
minutes and spending the remainder of thc°Iitne buckling lap hoards.
while the top 2 percent studiously raced against the ticking stopwatch.
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and proctors silently but forcefully mused from row to row w ith buck-
lings commencing as fast as a buLkler was silenLed. Students today do
not view massive general aehies einem or general sLholastic. aptitude
testing as relevant to their needs. They w ill quickly ask. "What good is
that to me?"

However, in an era of accountability. legislatively mandated. systems
that had all but abandoned states% ide or unit -ss ide testing programs
have once again enacted them. In ins own state's accountability pro-
gram, the implementation plan required the establishment of a com-
prehensive and uniform statewide testing program. The Iowa Test of
Basic Skills (ITBS) and the Cognitive Abilities Test (CAT) were
selected as the statewide assessment instruments. Since the spring of
1974, all pupils in grades 3, 5.7. and 9 has e been tested on the ITBS and
the Nonverbal battery of CAT. and the Mars land Basic Skills Reading
Mastery Test has been assigned grades 7 and 11 as of the fall of 1975-76.

It is hoped that, as an important aspect of this assessment fabric., the
results will pros ide teachers and sL hook with a basis for impros mg the
quality of their efforts on behalf of the students Flosses cr. the LapaLity
Of a system to generate data is usually greater than the La pacity of
teachers to use the data

Cet me advance to some nonteLlumal aspeLts of testing that very
much a:feet the student

The AdministratorThe Interpreter

The person w ho administers the test na.av have a negatise effeLt on the
examinees or the students SaLks" found that suidents' scares inCreased
if a good examinee-eyammer relationship was established prior to
.1 test.

Some writers. such as Padilla and Garda. allude that the examiner
can, maximize or minimize the Lhild's performanLe tor) an ankh% 'dual
test) by his or her actions Similarly. by incsmterpretinsg, the re-
sponses. the examiner Lan signifiLantls raise or lower the final indi-
vidual intelligence (IQ) score.

In mass testing, such as aLLountability testing. mato, times teachers
are examiners who fuse never been unsolved before and who may not
have gone through a full orientation Lad, of knowledge and general
information on the part of the examiner is ultimately detrimental to the
student. Although I has c no data .to prose it. many teachers approach
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testing sessions with sers neganse attitudes. In fact. when the notice
arrives that a SCAT Test will he given by all English teachers. many
are heard to exclaim. "Those things! There goes my good English
period." This attitude is bound to be reflected in the students' perception

Somewhere along the line, test administrators and test interpreters
must meet minimum standards. This is recommended for standnrdiied
tests. how incr. I would go a step further and recommend that all
teachers he insersiced in test making. test taking. test administration.
and test interpretation.

In the McCarthy study, third and fourth grade children who wrote
a composition on "The Best Thing That Eger Happened To Me." prior
to a test: as eraged four to fi. c points higher than their scores on the
same test taken after wrung on "The Worst Thing That Es er Happened
To Me." Tyler' showed that an exanunee's experience immediately
preceding a test affected his her test performance. Kirkland" stated
that a "warm" ersus a "cold" interpersonal relation, or a rigid and aloof
relation versus a natural manner on the part of the examiner. may
affect the examinee's responses. So. in forne.,s to the student. the
examiner-interpreter approach must he addressed

The Student and The Purpose

We test for Mall\ . mans reasons. how es el-. the student desers es to know

why the test. ACT and SAT are popular because the purpose is dearly
defined and understandable (not !It:Lessard% acceptable) to students
The PSAT, MSQT purposes are understood but become a major dis-
appointment to students when the financial "spec ts peter out PI the
majority. Mans are led to take the test with the hope that scholarships
might be at the end of the rainbow. only to find out th..it flu: rainbow
ne.er appears

There is considerable anxiety and tension associated with the taking
of tests. In my counseling experiences. I witnessed students who has e
literally hewme ill on test days. Some of these same students faint and
become hysterical on report-card days

There are many hidden reasons win tests are vs en. Sometimes the
scores are used to rule on eligibility for a basketball team. another time
they might mean meeting graduation or grade le. el requirements, they
ml mean entry into the Armed (vies. a job. or acceptance at the
college of one's choice. or they might mean remedial or prescripthe
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work based on the diagnosis. \Vhatcser the purpose. the student should
be fully apprised. If the test is to satisfy parental pressures. this too
should be clearly displayed.

If a test is given for diagnosis. the student should see the results % m
developmental program. As an example. m Maryland's acLountability
program. reading test results are being used to select schools to reLene
special assistance. This sear a special project. called Projeit STAR
(Standards Technical Assistance Resouri_es). is in operation with I I

elementary schools showing.' need in the reading area. Four speL la lists
in the areas of reading. language des elopment. guidanLe. and i_om-
munity involsement. plus a STAR resource teacher in eaLh of the
schools. are working with the local stair to assess their current reading
programs and des glop a plan for upgrading student proll..LienLy to state
standards Integral to the project is a monitorine and in aluation s \ stem
to measure gross th of student mine% einem and staff des elopment.

Neulinger" in looking at attitudes of Nmeritan seiondar% si_hool
students toward the use of tests found that anti-test sentiment is

neither ubiquitous nor consistent. His data show ed that not es cry,

student. or e% cry group of students to w hom we administer a test. holds
negati% e opinions about testing. His findings did indiLate. howes er.
that a student is quite likel% to he mionststent in his or her attitude
toward testing One nu% fa% or testing in one tontet and disappros e of
it in another. Neulinger found that students' attitudes toward testing
were related to social hai_kground and personalth charaLtcristiLs. He
interpreted his findings to indiLate that a student who is a membt r of
the lower class. from a less w el I-ed mated background. ss ho is less bright
and knows it. who has limited aspirations and %loss of the world in
latalistl terms. reaLts to tests quite thiferentl% fri int the respondent w ho
is from a Kiter educated baLkground. who is bright and knows it. has
set high goal.. and thinks the world will conform to his or her wishes
For the upper class respondent. tests helped him or her to itIgnuk as a
member of the elite Tests were mstrumemal m gelling the student
into the better schools

The student in the low er souoecononuc and less cduLated domain
saw thz test as identik mg him or her but not as a member of the elite
The identification was the equi% alent of being degraded Hie .0001.
w Inch is supposed to upgrade his ur her abilities (as students see
condemns the student before he or she gets e Lliante I he test estindes
him or her from places of higher learning

Neulinger comluded that students sass tests as heln11 used bN,
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as a tool to differentate among people in as that 11,1%e real conse-

quences. Only to the degree that soLiety is fair and just it making these
discriminations will people agree that it is fair and just to use tests

Kirkland", in a study on the effects of tests on students. stressed that
the studenCwas the one whose status in school and society is deter-

mined by test scores and the one whose self-image, motivation, and
aspirations are influenced. Tests do affect the self-concept of students.
but it is important to note that the way a person views himself/herself

also influences test behavior.
In terms of motivation. exactly how students are motivated by tests

has not yet been conclusively, demonstrated. Most findings indicate
that feedback from tests promotes learning, assuming that the student
attempts to do well on the test. Students with negative scores detest the

frequent feedback which tends to increase the level of low motivation
Level of aspiration seems highly related to self-concept and motiva-

tion. Moss and Kagan" in their longitudinal studs of intelleetual
progress and achievement. concluded that the child who attains
scholastic honors is rewarded by those around him and that this ex-
perience frequently leads to an expeLtanLy of future success for similar
behavior, thus inLreasing the probability that the child veils continue in
such tasks. Failure would result in the opposite behavior such asavoid

ance.or withdrawal.
As individuals meet with siniess. their goals and aqua turns rise in

accordance with their in reared Lontidem.e. Students who were tested

most often and best informed about their performano: were the ones

most motivated to acquire additional information
Anxiety is another big issue with students There is Lonsiderable ten-

sion and anxiety about taking tests. I inklings has e Ind stated that an <let%

scores correlate negati% el% with I Q and aLlue% einem for the so-wiled

middle and low I Q group,

The Student and the Testing Environment

Most tests are given in stih ungodly plate, as the La feteria. %% ith bin ed

baaless bendt seats amid the rattling of huge meta! at and 111.2 aro-

matii. odors of near-done meats. tooling desserts, and boiling soups
the day's menu Man% are gi%en in dunk lit auditoriums. and oc-

casionally the pm is readied %%ith chairs and prodors Long time limits

and the abseme 01 independent divisions within the test sometimes
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make it impossible to administer it iii the available site. Although at this
writing the College Board's Blue Ribbon Panel has not aired its reasons
for the score,decline. I feel almost assured that testine ens ironments
may play a role.

f
The Student and the Score

In a recent report. Roy Forbes. Director of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress. has pointed out that no testing Instrument re-
veals everything about the quality of education students are recess mg. I
can recall the nervousness, the excitement, the hugs. the tears, the
absolute look of failure whervsludents base receised test scores. In a
quote by a student cited by Cottle'. a young man who had just learned
of his perforrbance on a set of standadiied alms ement tests said.
"If you eliminated mono in our society. you (amid eliminate tests and
all the test scores. He said. "So. to he American means that sou base
a lot of money. No matter ss hat sou earn. you aren't satisfied until sou
have more than the nest guy That's the same thing ssith tests. Cuts mg
us our score isn't enough. they have to gise us the percentile rank as
well. Nobody's supposed to get 690 and think the% 're really special The
counselor tells them right assay that 690 Iran sound good. but it's only
the 80th percentile. You has e got to has e mimes and sou base of to
have IQ. PSAT. and SAT points Amenta ns lose n um bei s and quanti-
ties Big is the name of the game Produce and get bigger.
pounds. dollars. points on tests. a r.; all an s hods cares about. es en the
minority students in our school Nohods asks ss healer then are happ%
All people want to k um% is whether their aLlue%men %Lores has c gone
up. or bow mans points the scored-in a basketball game

The social consequences of the score has heLinne a nos area of in-
terest in this decade The issues. according to Limier around such
social consequences of testing as

1 'I he mas place an indelible stamp of unerior mtelle, ilia) slaw, on
a child, ruin his 'her self-esteem .ind education motisation and
determine his/her social status as an adult

2, They mas foster a narross lorkeption of and red tic the
di\ ersits of talent a% adable to schools and 'I IL let%

3_ They may place education and the destinks of indisklual human
beings under the control of test makers
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4. They may encourage impersonal, intleyible. mechanistic processes

of evaluation and 'determination

For the student. In too mans cases. there is finality in the test score

1 he student is marked. grouped. or tagged. The score is placed on the

cumulative record card. and teacher after teacher reaffirms hisTher

belief in the student's ineptness. later. employers see the score and
readily accept that a retardate is applying. and parents get die cold

score and quietly brood. wondering what they did wrong in prenatal

care and subsequently de ;clop guilt feelings. Consequently, they over-

indulge the child and. ultimately. foster negative behavior One little

score goes a long, long way
Folds and Garda found that inch\ !dual :est interpretation. small

grorp test interpretation. or written test interpretation resulted in more

accurate self-estimates of test scores than was found in control groups

receiving no information. 1 contend that accompany mg ever test must

be a descripme supplement dealing with creative. informative. and
positive ways of Teyealing to scores to parents and students. and also

toRachers,who quite often forget the interpretation. Descriptive trans-

parencies. demographics. and clear language are desirable tools that
counselors and leachers welcome Amt.: with tea results

The State of Maryland 'has, developed an occasional paper ..on ac-

countability entitled. Improiing'Student istutudet and Skills for TaAing

Tots ' Among others, the publication stresses that teachefs; even the
directors, should know 'the characteristics of the 'talents. create a sup-

porting env ironment. and avoid interruptions Teachers ale encouraged

to prepare students for taking tests. tell them Ix hic (hes are Liking the

tests, how the results will be used. andhow the tests are scored Thes

are tirg:l to train students how to take tests. to each them the specific

thinking skills required on tests, and to, inform them of the teacher's
role during the lest, They are urged to simulate test-taking conditions,

I remember sup. viviiib. a special student whose name

was ( ;.'sas a talented, tall. black. r:stless male who played the
guitar. the drums. and sang, ( s hated. Metall. hated. his special educa-

tion classe,, but tests said that was where he belonged Cs defied the

scores and roamed the halls, des ised wacs of asoliling the teachers
hall duo.. slipped to the shop to creme slipped to the musu. room to
ssneopate. slipped to the art room to watercolor and slipped to the

gym to make two points ( !malls slipped out 01 Night because his

tests labeled him special labeled him dumb
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'In the %%ords of the \ \ \ ( P Re porl on Wilton!) lefint; tests must
predkt at.t.uratel% %%hat the promise. tests must measure adequatel%
the content of the area they purport to Locr and the testing program
must he Capable of leading to presLripttons %%hull result m posm% e
arm% th for the persons (the students) being tested

These are m' reflections on testing and the student
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Where Ignorance Is Bliss
'Tis Folly to Be Testing,

ROBERT L. THORNDIKE

Professor Emeritus of Psychology and Education
Cohmtbia,University

There-may have been ca few of-you -who. when reading the-title-for my
remarks-bristled slightly. "Who does this_joker think he is." you may
have said. "equating testing with-being wise?" And I can't agree with
you more! But the fault really lies in the old adage because the antith-
esis of. being ignorant is to. be informed not to be %Ise. Wisdom, like
beauty. Liesin the eye (or the cortex) of the beholder,

To be-informed sounds, on the face of it, desirable- -like baseball.
applepie and Cho, rolet. But we need to_ask. To what end does)t profit
us -to -be informed? And the uniform-answer. it seems to-me.-is that-we
wish to -be informed -so that, being informed. we can make -better
decisions._Some folks may treasure information for- its on sake, as
others-treasure-bits of st ring. match _books-or rubber bands, but-to most
of us the fundamentals alue in being informed hes-in-the decisions that
can be-based on that-information.

If that be so, our basic problem as-makers of-tests, peddlers of tests.
Or instructors in the use of tests is- twofold. It is-first. to determine what
inforthation is- useful in relation-to-what types of decisions and then to
make it possible for the decider to-get-that information. kis. second.-to.
-try to:bridge the gap from information to wisdom so -that the ant
information is used -with perceptiveness and- restraint to lead to deo-
sions-that will-foster growth. success and happiness for the individuals
or groups concerned. My remarks tod) will -be directed- primarily to"
the first-of these two problems. with the hope that there may -bealittle

, spinoff on the second,
It is important to recognize that-there are a number -of different types

of decisions foi7which The information -pro% ided by testing may be
relevant. and that-the information needed for one type is!ikcly to be
quite different from that needed for ,.nether. The information needed
by a teacher deciding-w hether to re% iew capitalization of place names is
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of quite a different sort from that needed by a twelfth grader trying-to

decide whether -to -apply for admission to Harvard. I- would like to
review some of these types with you and comment on the sort of infor-

mation, and consequently the type of testing. especially achievement

testing. that seems most appropriate for each.

First, _let us_turn our attention to- inAtrpctional-decisions. These are

decisions. usually by the classroom:teacher. of the type: "Mary_knows.

what a prime number is. We don7t need to teach_her that, and can start

herin on factoring." Or"Willie can't tell-a complete sentence from a frag-

ment. He needs-help-on this." A sound decision on whether to teach or
not to teach topic B depends, in part at least, on information as to
whether a studentor possibly,,most- of the students in- a grouphas
mastery: first. of topic B itself. -and second_of topics A,. and so on

that provide the foundations for topic B. If the student (or.:class) has
already achieved a-satisfactory -level of mastery of-B. to spend addi-
tional-time teaching-it seems a waste. On- the-other hand.-if the student
or-class that-cannot do B does not have command-of certain of the A's.

-and these particular A's are really essential to-learning B.-to plunge into

B without first mastering the A's seems likely to be an- exercise in
-frustration and futility. This-was the credo- that motivates the authors

who developed tests such as the Compass-Diagnostic Arithmetic Tests

back in the 1920s. And a revival of this credo appears to be what started:

thewave of enthusiasm for criterion-referenced tests in the past decade

To the extent that aspects of the Curriculum are-sequential, to the

extent that-one can identify certain-skills or-Certain-bodies of knowledge

that die necessary antecedents -to successful study of other skills -or
bodies of-knowledge .and-to the extent that one can define-what con-

stitutes an adequate level of mastery, this approach seems sound. Bug_
believe that my "to the extent thats" represent-very severe constraints

upon the breadth of applicability- of the "criterion-referenced" ap-

proach. It is no accident that most of the examples of criterion-
referenced- testing are drawn from arithmetic. Arithmetid is the aca-

demic subject that comes closest to comprising a sequential set of
identifiable. discrete skills that can he fully_ mastered and in-which later

skills build upon the foundation of what has previously been-learned
In primary reading.-some of the=basic word analysis and-decoding skills

may have stmilar-status as essential contributors to fluent reading. And.
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of course. there are numerous specific rules in language usage and else-
where that represent teachable and testable specifics. even though they
are not sequential in-the sense that-mastery °fan) one is essential-to the
teaching of any other. But much ofschool learning-deals-Ay ith.matenal
that is neither sequential nor organized in neat packages that can be
fully mastered. What are the boundaries that define, and what consti-
tutes mastery of reading comprehension or of the French Resolution?
These represent broad domains the one of skill. the other of know l-
edge for which _prerequisites or successors would he hard to specify
and for which the concept-of "mastery" at the 80 or 90 percent level
seems to lose all meaning.

Even with fairly specific and definable skills. setting a standard-of
mastery can be a tricky business. Consider the rather Treciszly-defir
objective: When shown a 2-digu_number, specifies whether or not it is
a prime number. Relatively few in this -room would assert that 25 or 88
are prime numbers. and-the few ,who did would be persons with no
conception-at alLor gross misconceptions-of what a pi ime number is.
HoWiever. my experience with previous groups like this indicates that a

good many of; ou-ys ould unhesitatingly-identify 5I or 91 as being prime
though of course they aren't. Here as in many-other cases: it-makes a

world of difference which exemplars one chooses in order to test mastery of
even a sharply delimited skill domain. and- formany students. whether
one will or will not_conclude that they !lase achieved mastery in terms
of some specified proportion_ofsuccessesw ill depend critically upon the
specific tasks that-havz been chosen to exemplify the domain.

As a minor-detour. it seems to-me that from a psychometric point of
view assessment of real master; is must efficiently achieved by using
tasks that-represent the more difficult exemplars of the_donia,n. so long
as they do not introduce other and irrelevant sources of difficulty. We
test prime number misters, better with 51 than with 50. mastery of the
basic addition combinations better with 7 +8 than with 2+3. Success
on the easy items tells %err little about mastery. though it may signify
a good_begimung. success on the hardest items tells a lot.

Another point to he borne in mind is that the pei form,ince of a
learner who is just picking up a new competence tends to fluctuate-from
(lay to day and week to week. One doctoral student with whom I
worked studying foreign students who were learning English. and using
a set of mini-tests of specific English usages. found markedly lower
consistency between two tests given only a week apart than within- the
Items of a single test. the respectise reliability coefficients for 4-item
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tests beings respectively about .R0 and .60. Two separated short tests to
-appraise mastery should permit a wiser decision than a-single test twice

_

as long.
Thus, criterion; referenced- tests built of the critical examples of a

defined skill, perhaps repeated to check upon stability of mastery. can
ilIcertain limited areas provide the informatkm basic to wise instruc-

tional- decisions.

But a wide range of other- decisions that- arise in- the -process of
education-call for information on-the performance of individuals and
of-groups. We-can distinguish- selection decisions. placement-decisions.
decisions involving curricular choice and resource allocation, and a

whole set of decisions that we might call guidance decisions orpersonal

decisions. What sorts of information provided-by what sorts of testing

instruments will permit decisions- of these kinds to be made more

wisely?-Let us turn our attention -fora bit to selection decisions.
Implicit in-the very concept of selection is a-situation in which there

are more aspirants to some particular good. be-it admission to a pro-

-gram in veterinary medicine. a berth on the -Dallas-Cowboys. or an

executive secretary's job with the president of Widgets International.
than_therc are positions to be_filled. There is-the often - painful -task of
choosing among persons all of whom may be at least 'minimally
qualified. trying to pick the-best. or at-least the=betterqualified from

among the applicants. The regression of some index of job performance

upon score-on a-predictor. test represents one type of information to
guide such a decision.

We have in the-past tended_to view -thc selection enterprise in-terms

analogous to the economist's cost-benefit analysis. More efficient
employees can be considered -to generate benefits to _the employer in
improved productivity, it whatever cost is involved in a recruitment
and testing program. But in education we dare not take quite as narrow

a view of costs and benefits as might be acceptable for the professional

football co:ich. or the industrial_personnel manager. The benefits can-

not simply be represented by grade point average. but need !`..) take

account of the broader utility of the person in the larger society 'An
adequate medical student who will provide service in the-urban ghetto

or the rural South may represent greater social utility than a brilliant

one who will compete -for patronage in a middle-class suburb
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Decisions invoke not only those facts that testing can supply. but
also a value system that has notlung to do %silk tests and testing This
is the fundamental consideration that has been back of much-of the
debate of the past decade about "fair testing" es en though it has
seldom been identified as such. Competing definitions of ss hat is "fair"
differ primarily not on psychometric issues but on the question of
-whose utility is paramount. The classical approach that used tests and
anyother available informaG,n to establish for each indis idual apre-
dieted academic or job j)erts. and then selected those foy %shorn
the prediction was highest. adopted a sieve narrowly focused on the
employer's or selector's utility. This narrow %less may be acceptable
in the fOotball coach whose salves must focus solely on ss inning as
Many games as possible. It-becomes-more questionablein an employer
whose decisions structure the job.opport unities _for large segments of
our lociets. and still-more questionable in the admissions office of an
educational institution that exists only to serse society. in a
graduate from a college or professional school -must he viewed not
solely or priManly in terms of grade point average nor of income.
X years out- of college. but prinards in the broader sense of saint: to
society. This is. of course. a ruts, ambiguous notion. and there will be
wide differences in perception of where the common good lies. But
unless we can achiese consensus on such salue questions, no-amount
of psychometric elegance or refinement will bring us to agreement. It
is important. belies e. that ss e recognize that this is where the shoe
pinches. Perhaps -we can-des elop a calculus of s attics- that sill- permit
us to specify our utilities. and to clarify our dithicnces in the unhts
that we attach-to difTerentaiukomes. but-for-the-pi csent-such-a-caleulus
seems quite a remote prospect. And %nen clarification will not guar-
antee agreement.

Howes er one element in am judgment about utility to the probability
that the candidate will _perform satisfactorily in the tasks to'which he
seeks acceptance. floss well %sill this candidate master the mysteries of
torts or the skills of operating a Selectric typewriter? And what model
of.test will pros ide information that will be useful in indicating the per-
formance that we can expect from candidates X. Y and Z? l submit
that it is likely to he some general assessment of a broad area of
knowledge or skill With what speed and understanding Noes Can-
didate X read social studies material not. what is his mastery of the
economic geography of Braid. I loss well does the secretarial candidate
spell a broadly representatise sample of words not has he or she
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mastery of the rules (and their several exceptions). A good old-line

survey test. with expectancy tables that indicate probable criterion per-,
formance at each score level will permit us to be more usefully infOrmed

on- the individual's prospects for effective performance -than will a
narrowly focused criterion-referenced mastery test of some highly

specific- skill.
The same thing is true. 1 believe, for a wide range of placement,

guidance and personal decisions. The type of information that could-be

-nseful_in deciding whether a freshman would belikely to learn more in

the remedial English section. the regular course. or_a special course in

literature or in writing would be a broad appraisal of w riling stkills..of
competence it readings iterary material, or conceitably of know ledge
of grammar and-syntax rather than,a _focused mastery test of use of the
semicolon, or of agreement between subject- and verb. A personal-
deasion_to apply to Hart ard'would be-more soundly based on a broad

survey measure of-high school achietement with performance com-
pared-to norms for other high school juniors than on a mastery chem-

istry test on theperiodic table.
Even decisions relating to curricular modifications or resourcealloca-

tion would seem to call-primarily for broad appraisals of the_ compre-

'hensive set olobjectis es that the school systeM-is trying-to achieve. As

a matter ,of fact, there is little case being made for the narrowly
focused criterion - referenced' mastery test as a basis for curricular or
resource allocation decisions, The eurrent watchword-here seems to be

robjective-referenced-.- This appears to mean that the school sySteM
states in detail. with a good deal -of specificity and usually at- great
length.just w ha tits instructional goals a rei and that eachstest exercise is

designed to assess sonic one or those objectit es One can hardly
quarrel'with a test design in-tt hielt,the.test,exercises ,arc built to match

the content and process objectit es that seem important as goals-of
schooling.-Every achiet ement test worth its salt has always-been built
around a,blueprint-of curricular objectit es. The question would seem

to be-whether the objeetis es of schooling are stale:lentil, different From

one school system to another for be-desirable to prepare,' separate

and unique array of test exercises lor each.,
Undoubtedly there are instances-in which objectit es are local and

idiosyncratic. When a soual studies program- focuses on local history

or local economic geography. for example. New York. Illinois. and
California-will need completely distinct es ,duation instruments. When

particular state or local curricula operate with quite distinctive se-
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quenees for the presentation of topics. a common appraisal may make
sense only at the end when all has e arrived at nearly the same final
destination. In some areas_at4least. it ss ill he unreasonable to expect
children to have learned what the has en't been taught.

However. development and use of special testing instruments for
local situations is not without its costs. and-these oasts lie not sold\ in
the hours and dollars required to deselop and print the special tests.
Though it will he possible to determine what propoi atm 0i-children in
a given school system succeed on a- specific.. test item or group of test
items, this proportion will M ary -from low ter-high deNnding upon-the
basic difficulty of theateM. in-addition. to some extent, to its relation-
ship to what has keen taught and emph,Csized, and it w ill he diffieult to
know 1N helh e'r one should be-pleased or distressed-by the percentages.
Unless test exercises are limited to the simplest exemplars of the
minimum essentials in %%Ina case they will gale a vets incomplete
picture of the full- range of learning ,tlught and to a degree achieved
bs the schoolthere will be vary fug proportions of children who will
not be able to do an item. If the item-tests the limits of skill or- know!-
edge. the proportion-who cannot manage it may be quite high. Except
in as the items-has e been draw n from nationalls standardized tests
for which item norms has c been developed bas.ed on-a representatis e
sample of school children, there will he no meaningful external basis
for comparison. It wall he difficult. if not impossible. to determine
whether high and low percentages of right answers are to be attributed
to-the-successes and-failures of the program or to the inherent ease or
diffielOt of the test exercises, Furthermore. it will be impossible to
determine at what cost, in achies einem of eontent and skills omitted
from the local assessment instruments. an gains in the obieens es
assosed-in- those instruments has e been achies ed. It WM. of course. he

"possible to make internal comparisons between communities within a
state. between schools within a eommunits. bow een classes and pupils
within a school. And these may be the comparisons that are relo ant for
decisions concerning resourec allocation. concerning local shills of em-
phasis or local remedial effort. There is elearlc Rd% to he some ad-
cantage in having these internal comparisons based on-locally shared
and agreed-upon obieetic es. The issue is whether the gain is worth the
cost.

Some curricular and resource allocation decisions death call for
fine-grained information at the les el of the item or the short subset of
items. Whether additional instruction on prime numbers is needed in the
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5th grade can best be judged by knowing what percent of 5th graders
think that IS or_27 or, 91 are prime numbers. And whether one school
needs to provide special help on identifying the main idea of a para-
graph depends on whether students in that school show noticeably
lower proportions of success on exercises requiring that skill than do
students in other schools that recruit from a similar student population.
Norms at the item le el. which has e been rather generally pros ided by
test publishers during ,the past decade. provide valuable inforMation
in terms of which to make such judgments and decisions. We can expect
that in the future publishers will continue to provide normative infor-
mation not only on test scums but upon items. But for broader assess-
ments of relative success on the major segments within a skill or
between skills, normative information on test scores will continue to
be needed.

Turning away from achies einem tests. I would- assert -that micro-
analyses Of successes and failures on specific test items make essentially
no sense on tests developed to measure aspects of aptitude. as con-
trasted with measures ofachievements related to specific aspects of an
educational-program. I am talking here about analyses used as &basis
for decisions about persons. and not_aboirt decisions on the des clop-
ment and construction of tests. Obs wash . item analysis plays a central
role in aptitude test construction. To know that on the Wechsler In-
telligence Scale for- Children (WISC) a 14-year-old got a full-scale IQ
of 110 tells us something potentially meaningful about that child's
probable success in an algebra Mass. To know that the child got 14 of
the 18 items on the arithmetic test right May also be a-useful (Lanni.
But to know the one specific fact that he got the correct answer on "36
dollars at 4 dollars an hour" is-of minimal help in our appraisal either
of his general scholastic aptitude. of his more specific Lpiantitative
ability. or °fins likelihood of being a successful - algebra student. Apti-
tudes represent general areas of tompetence that has e no precise
lateral boundaries and no upper limits. We appraise them by sampling
broadly from some extended and ill-defined domain. often. relating per-
formance to that of others. sinte_ourinferences are pred RAI% cind must
of our predictions are inherently relative rather than absolute. Hind it
almost impossible to con,eise how microanalysis of single aptitude test
items-w ould-tontributeanv thing useful to deLisions by or about persons.
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Wisdom in relation to test scores Lalls fo: information on the predic-
tive significance of the test score.. in many specific contexts. There is a
big gap between knowledge in general- of the validity of Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) scores ior predicting college success. even when
that success is narrow!) defined as freshman grade point av erage. and
knowledge of the proportion of the applicants w ith SAT-V scores or450
who are admitted to Six ash, and the distribution of G PAN of, those per-
sons when-they get there. The College Entrance Examination Board,
the_American College 'resting Program. and various of the state testing
service groups have steadily increased their efforts to make this type o.
institution- specific information accessible beyond the smoke-filled
offices of admissions directors not only to school guidance stairs- but to
the individual students who. in the -final analysis. mustmake decisions
about -their own futures.

A certain reluctance on the part of some institutions to-nuke the
information ayaal,ible is understandable. There is an_ element of self-
fulfilling-prophecy in letting information about one's institutional-past
structure one's institutional future. But this is the type of niformation
that is most directly relevant-to decisions about,vvhether or where to
apply, for admission. In all the settings in vv 'mil test results are used for
guidance decisions or personal decisions. improved communication
systems are needed; for assembling and transinitung speLifiL informa
Lion on the implications of those test results for the alternative educa-
tional or voca Dona reboil:es that are being faced.

This concern points also to a basic problem that vve always face when
we.try to base selection or-Lounseling or personal deLisions upon-the
data that %Ye have metkulously LolleLtcd. Inc% itablY, these are data
from the pastsometimes from the-fairly remote past. yet -we use thLm-
for decisions that relate to the future sometimes the -fairly remote
future. For example. Project Talent's Career Data Boa, reports in 1973
the sorts of students toted in 196o who %%ere in var.ous occupational Late-
gories fiv eyears'after the year in which they were or would hive been in
the tvv elfth grade The- Lounsetor in 1976 who ii,es laese data is- helping
students to-make decisions that will he operational in the 1980s. These.
can he vv ise decisions only to the- extern that occupational opportunities
and demands of 1980 match those of 1965 to 1969 when Talent's
students were making their occupational choices. I he assumption may
be reasonable, the world' Lhanges fairly slow Iv. It is Lertainl% nec-
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essary. The only way we can anticipate the future is by knowing the
past. But it should also be recognized.

Jest as it is necessary to use data from the past to make inferences
and decisions about the future, and to assume a continuity of the
standards. conditions and relationships of the past into the future. so it
is also necessary to project relationships from one specific setting to
another. It is manifestly impossible to replicate empirical validation
studies in every plant, office or school in which a testing procedure
might be used. Time, numbers. availability of sound performance esti-
mates. as well as financial resources, all set limits on w hat can be done.
So we must often use findings from other plants. offices or schools and
apply them to our fi regent context.

Yet our skills of specifying the dimensions of similarity and difference
between jobs in different settings or-intellectual demands in different
programs constitute a serious limitation on the-confidence with which
we can generalize relationships of predictors to performance. and '
standards of acceptable performance in different settings. There have
been calls. within the field of vocational psychology. for studies of the
microstructure of jobs. and of the relationships of test scores to elements
of that microstructure. I am not aware that we hate made great strides
in that direction, and! am not sure what the pdy off will be.

But if we are to generalize with any confidence from one academic
or job setting to a nother,,it may well be that some-more specific analyses
of just what -it is-m-a job-that-is predicted by our test seines or other
items of infor-Mation about a person. so far as that is couc...rned will
be essential. In the-interim, we can only maintain a discreet tentative-
ness in our generalization of data to new situations. trying as best we
can to assess the degree of identity between the setting of availaNe
data and the setting to which we would apply them.

It is. alas, no easy matter _to, translate information to wisdom. ratts
are not simple but complex. and '.clues are not uniform but diY erse.
We may. to quote another aphorism. conclude with-Pope Alexander.
not Paul that- "a little learning is a dangerous-thing." We-may con-

-elude, as sonic groups and organizations appear to hay e done, that-it is
better to forego information about the achlecements and abilities of
our students individually and colic:clock because of the possibility
that we may use that information unwisely. We may abandon the
attempt to understand better and to reaLhAith,:rs better_ to understand
the implications of test scores. We may elect to remain blissfully igno-
rant of-the information that tests can gice in the hopes that thus we can
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a 3. Or we may continue the struggle to understand. to appre-
cote ...=rut 3 he wise.
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